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In such an exciting age of information explosion, huge amount of visual data 
are produced continuously 24 hours, 7 days in both daily life and scientif ic 
research. Processing and storage of such a huge amount of data forms big 
challenges.Use of supercomputers tackles the need-for-speed challenge 
partially, but is blocked by its high cost of ownership and slow capacity 
growth. 
Distributed computing provides an attractive alternative which scale on 
demand, ranging from academic clusters to commercial clouds. In recent 
years, research on computer architecture also advanced signif icantly, 
resulting in wide deployment of multi-core and many core processors in 
both industries and daily life.To this end, this thesis explores how to apply 
the massively heterogeneous parallel distributed computing architectures 
for accelerating large-scale image processing applications effectively and 
eff iciently. One step further, considering the actual gap between computing 
and imaging, the focus of this thesis invests efforts in exploring whether we 
can eff iciently use high performance distributed computing systems to ac-
celerate modern image processing algorithms.Combining the representative 
computing platforms with the selected image processing applications, four 
interesting aspects of fast image processing cases are studied in this thesis, 
namely: large-scale hyperspectral image analysis on multi-clusters platform, 
complex matrix manipulation on a cluster platform, matrix bidiagonaliza-
tion on many-core platform, and fundamental matrix multiplication on a 
many-core accelerated cluster platform. Based on findings in each aspect, we 
conclude that parallel and distributed systems can give a lot of performance 
improvements to large-scale image processing applications, but are still hard 
to be deployed by image processing researchers. New research directions 
opened by this thesis include large-scale compute intensive application 
optimization with many-core clusters, complex time-consuming iterative 
matrix algorithms parallelization on grids, and identif ication of a generic 
hybrid multi-layer algorithmic parallelization methodology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"And some things that should not have been forgotten were lost. History became
legend. Legend became myth."

J.R.R. Tolkien - The Lord of the Rings (1954)

About 3.5 million photos are added daily on Flickr. A similar number of photos are
uploaded to Facebook every day, adding up to a total of 250 billions photos uploaded
since the launch of the Facebook in 2004 [74]. Moreover, within the first 1 hour after
the launch of the video component of Instragram, 5 million videos were uploaded [34].
In the UK, over 1.85 surveillance cameras are installed everywhere, generating videos
24 hours, 7 days a week. Not only in our daily life, but also in academic research,
visual information is generated at high rates. In multimedia research for artificial
intelligence, huge volumes of input images form big challenges on storage technologies
[84]. In remote sensing research based on space wave detection on satellites, the
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Airborne Visible Infra-Red Imaging Spectrometer
(AVIRIS) [31] generates huge amounts of information in terms of image stacks of over
200 layers, which is considered as hard to be stored and processed even with high
performance compute clusters [67]. Another example is the Square Kilometre Array
project (SKA) [69] which is global project to build the world’s largest radio telescope.
SKA generates huge amounts of data continuously 24 hours, 7 days.

All these examples tell us that we are living in an exciting age of information
explosion in which an incredible amount of visual data in various forms is being
generated. These visual data come in different varieties, from pixels to waves to
hyper-spectral data-cubes. They are generated by various kinds of units, from the
digital cameras in surveillance equipments to space telescope mounted on satellites.
All these units are recording different things happening around us, from newborn
planets to new sub-particles, and from warm family moments to criminal behaviour.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Because of this diversity, image processing remains an exciting field. To deal with
the huge amounts of data, intelligent storage methodologies and efficient analysis
solutions are essential.

1.1 The Need for Speed in Image Processing

The main focus of this thesis is on addressing the need for speed and storage of modern
visual data analysis.

Processing data requires four basic types of capabilities:

Storage Store the information, generated by different types of devices.

Analysis Analyse the information carried by a physical intermediate with help of
information technology.

Interpretation Retrieve the semantics and interpret the rules hidden in the infor-
mation based on the analysis results.

Exploration Explore more data based on the discovered knowledge from the avail-
able information.

All these steps pose two major challenges: first, storage locality, such that we
can store huge data collections close to processing, and the other is the speed of
processing, such that we handle both high complexity and large volume of operations
in a feasible amount of time. Generally speaking, need-for-speed in various image
retrieval and image processing applications challenges us to improve the quality of
image processing applications and to shorten the execution time required to achieve
result.

One potential approach to tackle the need-for-speed in modern applications is
the use of high performance computing [43]. Based on their high volume of storage
space and large number of CPU cycles, supercomputers seem an attractive solution
for solving many traditional challenges in storage and processing power. But they
are very expensive and difficult to replace. What’s more, the capacity of any single
machine is limited and growth can be rather slow [88]. To keep up with the growth in
image processing, we need both compute power and storage. Thus, supercomputing
is both too slow and too expensive for our needs.

Distributed computing [1] provides an alternative to supercomputers which can
scale on demand. In the past decades, huge advancements have been achieved in de-
veloping large scale distributed high performance computing platforms [80]. Through
leveraging the advancement in network technology, distributed computing success-
fully provides solutions for both storage and processing power challenges as predicted
by Steve Jobs [12]. Consequently, distributed hybrid computing platform has been
considered highly helpful in the recent years, especially for accelerating the traditional
computing-intensive image processing applications [2]. Various scales of distributed
computing platforms have been made available, ranging from academic clusters to
commercial clouds. These emerging distributed computing platforms do everything
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we need, at the price of developing new and efficient distributed algorithms for our
problems. If we build parallel algorithms that are scalable and flexible, we will be
able to provision our distributed systems with resources for quick analysis.

Besides that, we must be aware of the node-level developments in distributed
systems. Moore’s Law [58] has guided the evolution of processor industry for decades
until 2005. However, since 2005, the computer architecture has observed a paradigm
shift: towards parallelism on chip. Multi-core and many-core processors working
as accelerators are deployed everywhere. To keep pace with this development, our
distributed algorithms should also be able to use these resources.

To this end, focusing on the analysis and interpreting the image information, the
main objective of this thesis is to explore how to apply the massively heterogeneous
parallel distributed computing architectures for accelerating large-scale image pro-
cessing applications effectively and efficiently.

1.2 The Gap Between Computing and Imaging

The analysis and interpretation of visual information are based on a set of fundamen-
tal image processing tasks, including the detection of an object, analysis of achieved
information, and modelling the identified object [84]. For computing each of these
fundamental tasks, traditional numerical algorithms - such as singular value decompo-
sition or vector distance calculation - are used. When these algorithms were invented,
the possibility of parallel processing was not taken into account; therefore, these are
no parallelism-friendly algorithms by design. As a result, these algorithms are diffi-
cult to map on modern parallel and/or distributed architectures. It is precisely this
mismatch between traditional algorithms and modern computing systems (which are
distributed) that created a gap between computing and imaging [80].

The focus of this thesis is to explore novel solutions to bridge this gap. Therefore,
we will attempt to answer the following research question:

• How can we efficiently use high performance distributed computing systems to
accelerate modern image processing algorithms?

To study this question, our discussion in the coming chapters will be carried out
based on the following two dimensions:

1. Representative large-scale parallel and distributed architectures;

2. Representative multi-category image processing algorithms;

Consequently, each of the following chapters will cover a combination of a specific
architecture and a specific algorithm.

In this thesis, the discussion covers three representative classes of increasingly
complex parallel and distributed architectures:

• Many-core architecture: a (large) number of cores are integrated in a single
processor in a single workstation, sharing a common memory hierarchy [62].
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• Compute cluster: a large number of workstations are connected within a single
cluster by a high bandwidth local area network [2].

• Multi-cluster grid: multiple geographically separated clusters are interconnected
within an operational grid by high bandwidth optical wide area interconnec-
tion [21].

Further, as representative algorithms, we select three important computational
methods used in various image processing applications. They are:

• Hyperspectral image analysis algorithms which require substantial computation
to analyze multiple layers of images [67].

• Complex matrix manipulation algorithms, where complex matrix reduction op-
erations need to be carried out iteratively [16].

• Basic matrix manipulation algorithms that were applied as fundamental build-
ing blocks, all requiring large amounts of computations [89].

1.3 Thesis Outline

Based on the above considerations, in the coming chapters, we demonstrate a set
of novel methodologies for efficiently using high-performance parallel and distributed
systems in representative image processing applications By combining the representa-
tive computing platforms with the selected image processing applications, we are able
to cover four interesting aspects of enabling modern high performance computing for
efficient and fast image processing.

Focusing on large-scale hyperspectral image analysis algorithms, in Chapter 2, we
show how to utilize a multi-cluster platform to accelerate a representative hyperspec-
tual image processing algorithm and a popular special structure recognition algorithm
which plays an crucial role in many image retrieval application.

Further, in Chapter 3, focusing on complex matrix manipulation algorithms, we
show the challenges and solutions for parallelizing the traditional matrix bidiagonal-
ization problem on a cluster platform.

Then, in Chapter 4, still focusing on the matrix bidiagonalization algorithm, we
discuss how the matrix bidiagonalization problem can be solved efficiently using many-
core architectures.

Switching to basic matrix manipulation algorithms, in Chapter 5, we demonstrate
how to accelerate Kernel Matrix Computation (i.e., another fundamental building
block of image retrieval algorithms) using a many-core accelerated cluster.

Finally, in Chapter 6 , we summarize our results by presenting an overview of
all our findings and discuss how to realize high performance image processing on
large-scale hybrid distributed computing platforms.



Chapter 2

Data Parallel Multimedia

Computing on Distributed

Multi-Cluster Systems ∗

Image and video data is rapidly gaining importance along with recent deployment of
publicly accessible digital television archives, surveillance cameras in public locations,
and automatic comparison of forensic video evidence. In a few years, analyzing the
content of such data will be a problem of phenomenal proportions, as digital video
may produce high data rates, and multimedia archives steadily run into Peta-bytes
of storage space.

With this trend, the number of compute nodes within individual compute clusters
becomes increasingly insufficient to handle such huge amount of dataset. Moreover,
even though some compute clusters are capable to supply a sufficient number of com-
pute nodes, a large part of them are frequently occupied by other users. Consequently,
for urgent problems in multimedia content analysis, distributed supercomputing on
large collections of clusters (Grids) is rapidly becoming indispensable.

It is well-known that data parallel approaches in image, video, and multimedia
computing can provide efficient acceleration. In such approaches, the input data cube
is scattered uniformly among the available compute nodes, such that each node pro-
cesses the allocated partial data structure only. Inter-node data dependencies are
then resolved by communication between the nodes. In the past 15 years numerous
imaging applications have been executed successfully in this manner, in particular
using compute clusters — which are now widely available for cost-effective exploita-
tion [47, 68, 80].

For fine grain data parallel execution, inter-node communication is the major
hurdle for obtaining efficient speedups. Because communication within a cluster is
generally an order of magnitude faster than communication between clusters, data
parallel execution using multiple cluster systems is generally believed to be inefficient.

∗ An extended version of this chapter is to appear in IEEE GRSL.

5



6 Chapter 2. Data Parallel Multimedia Computing on Distributed Multi-Cluster Systems

However, with the advent of low-latency, high-bandwidth optical networks, wide-area
data parallel execution may now become a feasible acceleration approach.

Investigation of this approach is specifically relevant for applications that work
on very large data structures (e.g. hyperspectral images). This chapter explores data
parallel multi-cluster execution for Multimedia content analysis, which represents a
domain with relatively small-sized data structure. In a addition, we also explore
the related domain of remote sensing, which incorporates data structure of a much
larger — and hence — potentially more relevant sizes.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes a low level image pro-
cessing problem in Multimedia content analysis and gives an evaluation of the perfor-
mance and speedup results obtained on the two distributed platforms. Subsequently,
Section 2.2 describes two considered hyperspectral imaging algorithms as well as the
data parallel execution of the two algorithms. This section also gives an evaluation of
the performance and speedup results achieved on a distributed multi-cluster system
which — apart from being equipped with conventional Internet connections — com-
prises a dedicated wide-area optical interconnect Concluding remarks are given in
Section 2.3.

2.1 Part A: Multimedia Content Analysis

In this section, we apply wide-area data parallelism to a low-level problem in multime-
dia content analysis, i.e. curvilinear structure detection. For the development of the
application we use a multimedia computing library (Parallel-Horus [80]) that allows
programmers to implement data parallel applications as fully sequential programs.
The application is tested on two distributed multi-cluster systems.

This section is organized as follows. Section 2.1.1 introduces the Parallel-Horus
multimedia computing library. Section 2.1.2 describes the low level image processing
problem as applied in our experiments. Section 2.1.3 describes our two experiemn-
tal setups. Subsequently, Section 2.2.5 gives an evaluation of the performance and
speedup results obtained on the two distributed platforms.

2.1.1 Parallel-Horus

Parallel-Horus is a cluster programming framework that allows programmers to imple-
ment data parallel multimedia applications as fully sequential programs. The Parallel-
Horus framework consists of commonly used multimedia data types and associated
operations, implemented in C++ and MPI. The library’s API is made identical to that
of an existing sequential library: Horus [45]. Similar to other frameworks [59], Horus
recognizes that a small set of algorithmic patterns can be identified that covers the
bulk of all multimedia-oriented functionality.

Horus includes patterns for all such functionality, including unary and binary pixel
operations, global reduction, generalized convolution, iterative and recursive neigh-
borhood operations, and geometric transformations. Newer developments include
patterns for operations on large datasets, as well as patterns on increasingly impor-
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tant data structures, such as feature vectors obtained from earlier calculations. For
reasons of efficiency, all Parallel-Horus operations are capable of adapting to the per-
formance characteristics of a parallel machine at hand, i.e. by being flexible in the
partitioning of data structures. Moreover, it was realized that it is not sufficient to
consider parallelization of library operations in isolation. Therefore, the library was
extended with a run-time approach for communication minimization (called lazy par-
allelization) that automatically parallelizes a fully sequential program at runtime by
inserting communication primitives and additional memory management operations
whenever necessary.

Results for realistic applications have shown the feasibility of the Parallel-Horus
approach, with data parallel performance (on individual cluster systems) consistently
being found to be optimal with respect to the abstraction level of message passing
programs [80]. Notably, Parallel-Horus was applied in NIST TRECVID benchmark
evaluations for content-based video retrieval, playing a crucial role in achieving top-
ranking results in a field of strong international competitors [82, 85]. Moreover, recent
extensions to Parallel-Horus, that allow for services-based multimedia Grid comput-
ing, have been applied successfully in large-scale distributed systems, involving hun-
dreds of massively communicating compute resources covering our entire globe [80].
Real-time and off-line applications implemented with this system have resulted in
a ’best technical demo award’ at ACM Multimedia 2005 [86] and a ’most visionary
research award’ at AAAI 2007 [25]. Also, Parallel-Horus has been used in our prize-
winning contribution to the First IEEE International Scalable Computing Challenge
at CCGrid 2008 (Lyon, France) [81].

Clearly, Parallel-Horus serves well in bringing the benefits of high performance
computing to the multimedia community, but we are constantly working on further
improvements, as exemplified in this paper. Prototypical code (in C and MPI) of
an earlier proof-of-concept implementation of Parallel-Horus, and of several example
image processing applications, is available at:
http://www.science.uva.nl/˜fjseins/ParHorusCode/.

2.1.2 Line Detection

As discussed in [24], the important problem of detecting lines and linear structures in
images is solved by considering the second order directional derivative in the gradient
direction, for each possible line direction. This is achieved by applying anisotropic
Gaussian filters, parameterized by orientation θ, smoothing scale σu in the line direc-
tion, and differentiation scale σv perpendicular to the line, given by

r′′(x, y, σu, σv, θ) = σuσv

∣

∣fσu,σv,θ
vv

∣

∣

1

bσu,σv ,θ
, (2.1)

with b the line brightness. When the filter is correctly aligned with a line in the image,
and σu, σv are optimally tuned to capture the line, filter response is maximal. Hence,
the per pixel maximum line contrast over the filter parameters yields line detection:

R(x, y) = arg max
σu,σv ,θ

r′′(x, y, σu, σv, θ). (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Detection of C. Elegans worms (courtesy of Janssen Pharmaceuticals,
Belgium).

Figure 2.1(a) gives a typical example of an image used as input to this algo-
rithm. Results obtained for a reasonably large subspace of (σu, σv, θ) are shown in
Figure 2.1(b).

Sequential Implementations

The line detection problem can be implemented sequentially in many ways. In the
remainder of this section we consider two possible approaches. First, for each orien-
tation θ it is possible to create a new filter based on σu and σv. In effect, this yields a
rotation of the filters, while the orientation of the input image remains fixed. Hence,
a sequential implementation based on this approach (which we refer to as Conv2D)
implies full 2-dimensional convolution for each filter. A second approach (called Con-

vRot) is to keep the orientation of the filters fixed, and to rotate the input image
instead. The filtering now proceeds in a two-stage separable Gaussian, applied along
the x- and y-direction.

FOR all orientations θ DO
RotatedIm = GeometricOp(OriginalIm, "rotate", θ);
ContrastIm = UnPixOp(ContrastIm, "set", 0);
FOR all smoothing scales σu DO

FOR all differentiation scales σv DO
FiltIm1 = GenConvOp(RotatedIm, "gaussXY", σu, σv , 2, 0);
FiltIm2 = GenConvOp(RotatedIm, "gaussXY", σu, σv , 0, 0);
DetectedIm = BinPixOp(FiltIm1, "absdiv", FiltIm2);
DetectedIm = BinPixOp(DetectedIm, "mul", σu ∗ σv);
ContrastIm = BinPixOp(ContrastIm, "max", DetectedIm);

OD
OD
BackRotatedIm = GeometricOp(ContrastIm, "rotate", −θ);
ResultIm = BinPixOp(ResultIm, "max", BackRotatedIm);

OD

Listing 1: Pseudo code for the ConvRot algorithm.
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FOR all orientations θ DO
FOR all smoothing scales σu DO

FOR all differentiation scales σv DO
FiltIm1 = GenConvOp(OriginalIm, "gauss2D", σu, σv , 2, 0);
FiltIm2 = GenConvOp(OriginalIm, "gauss2D", σu, σv , 0, 0);
ContrastIm = BinPixOp(FiltIm1, "absdiv", FiltIm2);
ContrastIm = BinPixOp(ContrastIm, "mul", σu ∗ σv);
ResultIm = BinPixOp(ResultIm, "max", ContrastIm);

Listing 2: Pseudo code for the Conv2D algorithms.

Pseudo code for the ConvRot algorithm is given in Listing 1. The program starts
by rotating the input image for a given orientation θ. Then, for all (σu, σv) combina-
tions the filtering is performed by xy-separable Gaussian filters. For each orientation
step the maximum response is combined in a single contrast image structure. Finally,
the temporary contrast image is rotated back to match the orientation of the input
image, and the maximum response image is obtained.

For the Conv2D algorithm the pseudo code is given in Listing 2. Filtering is
performed in the inner loop by a full two-dimensional convolution. On a state-of-the-
art sequential machine either version of our program may take from a few minutes up
to several hours to complete, depending on the size of the input image and the extent
of the chosen parameter subspace. Consequently, for the directional filtering problem
parallel execution is highly desired.

Parallel Execution

Automatic parallelization of the ConvRot program has resulted in an optimal sched-
ule for this application [79]. The OriginalIm structure is broadcast to all nodes before
each calculates its partial RotatedIm structure. The broadcast takes place only once,
as OriginalIm is not updated in any operation. Subsequently, all operations in the
innermost loop are executed locally on partial image data. The only need for commu-
nication is in the exchange of image borders in the Gaussian convolution operations.

The two final operations in the outermost loop are excuted in a data parallel
manner as well. As this requires the distributed image ContrastIm to be available
in full at each node [79], a gather-to-all operation is performed. Finally, a partial
maximum response image ResultIm is calculated on each node, which requires a final
gather operation to be executed just before termination of the program.

The schedule generated for the Conv2D program is more straightforward. First,
the OriginalIm structure is scattered such that each node obtains an equal-sized
partial image. Next, all operations are performed in parallel, with border exchange
communication required in the convolution operations only. Finally, before termina-
tion of the program ResultIm is gathered to a single node.

Lazy vs. Naive Parallelization The parallelization described above is based on
the Parallel-Horus approach of ’lazy parallelization’ that removes redundant com-
munication steps at application run-time, with close to zero overhead. While this
approach is essential for obtaining highest performance, we can decide not to apply
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Cluster # Nodes CPU CPU Memory Network
name (and type) type (Ghz) (GB)
VU 85 Dual dual-core 2.4 4 Myri-10G and GbE
LU 32 Dual single-core 2.6 4 Myri-10G and GbE
UvA 41 Dual dual-core 2.2 4 Myri-10G and GbE
TUD 68 Dual single-core 2.4 4 GbE (no Myri-10G)

UvA-MN 46 Dual single-core 2.4 4 Myri-10G and GbE

Table 2.1: Specification of the five DAS-3 cluster sites

lazy parallelization at all. If we do so, applications will communicate much more than
needed, but will still produce the same result. Here, we refer to this latter approach as
’naive parallelization’. In the following, our ’naive’ parallel runs are included only to
enhance our understanding of the impact of communication on the obtained results.

2.1.3 Experimentation Platforms

In real-world distributed systems many fluctuations exist in the performance, load,
and availability of the geographically dispersed nodes. As a result, the repeatability
of experiments is hard to guarantee. It is therefore essential to perform experiments
on two testbeds that shows the key characteristics of a real-world distributed multi-
cluster system on the one hand, yet that allows for controlled experiments on the
other.

DAS-2

The first platform is the (old) Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 2 (DAS-2), a 200-
node system located at five different universities in The Netherlands: Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam (72 nodes), Leiden University, University of Amsterdam, Delft Univer-
sity of Technology, and University of Utrecht (32 nodes each). All nodes consist of
two 1-Ghz Pentium-III CPUs with up to 2 GByte of RAM, and are connected by a
Myrinet-2000 network. At the time of measurement, the nodes ran RedHat Enterprise
Linux AS 3.2.3. The cluster at the University of Amsterdam has been dismantled in
2007, leaving a four-cluster system of 168 nodes.

DAS-3 and StarPlane

The second platform is the recently installed follow-up to DAS-2, i.e. the DAS-3, see
Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.1†.

Similar to DAS-2, DAS-3 is a five-cluster system, with the following specifications:
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (85x4 cores, 2.4 GHz), Leiden University (32x2 cores
2.6 GHz), University of Amsterdam (1 cluster of 40x4 cores, 2.2 Ghz; 1 cluster of
46x2 cores, 2.4 GHz), and Delft University of Technology (68x2 cores, 2.4 GHz).

Besides the ubiquitous 1 and 10 GBit/s Ethernet networks, DAS-3 incorporates
a high-speed 10G interconnect between the nodes within a cluster. Also, apart from

†http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3/
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Figure 2.2: DAS-3 and the StarPlane Optical Interconnect

being connected by conventional Internet connections, the DAS-3 clusters are in-
terconnected via a 10 GBit/s wide-area network based on light paths (StarPlane‡).
The rationale of the StarPlane interconnect is to allow part of the photonic network
infrastructure of the Dutch SURFnet6 network to be manipulated by distributed ap-
plications to optimize performance. The novelty of StarPlane is that it gives flexibility
directly to applications by allowing them to choose one of multiple logical network
topologies in real time, ultimately with subsecond switching times.

2.1.4 Evaluation

To run our experiments on the DAS-2 system, we have compiled our programs with
the MPICH-G2 library [41], which provides the correct communication setup for MPI
programs consisting of multiple components that need to run on multiple sites. For
highest performance, we have initialized the communication such that, apart from IP-
based communication between cluster sites, we use the local Myrinet-2000 network
for intra-cluster communication. To start our multi-cluster MPI-jobs on DAS-2, we
have used the DRunner job submission tool, as part of the KOALA system [56], that
allows for the simultaneous allocation of resources in multiple clusters.

As the KOALA system has not yet been put in place on the DAS-3 system, we
have applied the OpenMPI library instead [29]. In our case, the relevant feature of
OpenMPI is its support for heterogeneous networks. This is provided in a manner
which is fully transparent to the application developers, whilst delivering very high
performance. For our experiments we have initialized OpenMPI such that we use the

‡http://www.starplane.org
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DAS-2: # Clusters DAS-3: # Clusters
# CPUs 1 2 4 1 2 4

1 172.5 - - 65.08 - -
2 92.55 100.3 - 32.92 33.33 -
4 50.13 61.70 64.86 16.73 17.43 20.40
8 26.55 38.41 44.35 8.625 9.402 11.45
16 16.02 27.41 32.91 4.628 5.601 6.883
32 13.41 22.11 28.33 2.665 3.794 4.787
48 14.71 25.25 31.23 2.107 3.635 4.562
64 15.96 - 26.66 1.770 - 3.792
80 - - 36.46 - - 4.279
96 - - 31.78 - - 3.813

(a) ConvRot with Lazy Parallelization (results in seconds)

DAS-2: # Clusters DAS-3: # Clusters
# CPUs 1 2 4 1 2 4

1 219.4 - - 73.44 - -
2 147.1 420.6 - 44.09 66.07 -
4 128.2 378.1 508.8 23.61 50.14 86.20
8 82.85 361.2 505.3 15.16 42.68 78.81
16 68.37 351.0 492.2 12.20 39.63 75.90
32 66.72 349.4 483.5 11.24 37.84 75.62
48 80.82 304.2 479.2 11.73 37.20 72.30
64 84.45 - 484.5 12.20 - 73.16
80 - - 459.6 - - 76.03
96 - - 430.2 - - 69.36

(b) ConvRot with Naive Parallelization (results in seconds)

Table 2.2: Performance of ConvRot (a and b) with ’lazy’ and ’naive’ parallelization.

optical StarPlane links between the clusters, and the local Myrinet-10G network for
intra-cluster communication.

To avoid confusing results, we have refrained from using multiple cores per CPU,
or multiple CPUs per node. Also, single cluster runs always have been performed
at the Vrije Universiteit (VU), using a maximum of 64 nodes (on DAS-2 and DAS-
3, respectively). Dual-cluster runs always have been performed using the VU and
Leiden (LU) clusters simultaneously, with an equal number of nodes on both clusters.
Because it was not possible to use more than 24 nodes on either LU cluster, dual-
cluster runs have been performed using a maximum of 48 nodes in total. Four-cluster
runs have been performed in a similar manner, resulting in runs using a maximum of
96 nodes in total.

Performance and Speedup

From the description of the two versions of our application it is clear that the Con-

vRot version is more difficult to parallelize efficiently. This is due to the data de-
pendencies in the applied algorithm (i.e., the repeated image rotations), and not due
to the capabilities of Parallel-Horus. Hence, the ConvRot program is expected to
have speedup characteristics that are not as good as those of the Conv2Dprogram.
However, Conv2D is expected to be the slower sequential implementation, due to
the excessive accessing of image pixels in the 2-dimensional convolution operations.
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DAS-2: # Clusters DAS-3: # Clusters
# CPUs 1 2 4 1 2 4

1 1377.2 - - 566.6 - -
2 695.9 703.7 - 283.7 283.9 -
4 349.7 359.6 361.2 142.3 142.4 156.2
8 176.1 185.9 187.3 71.28 71.31 78.51
16 89.95 95.65 96.11 35.90 35.91 39.75
32 46.98 50.52 50.95 18.11 18.20 20.45
48 34.97 37.62 37.67 12.66 12.73 14.42
64 27.66 - 29.76 9.297 - 10.82
80 - - 28.91 - - 8.402
96 - - 26.28 - - 7.392

(a) Conv2D with Lazy Parallelization (results in seconds)

DAS-2: # Clusters DAS-3: # Clusters
# CPUs 1 2 4 1 2 4

1 1433.4 - - 572.9 - -
2 748.1 954.8 - 290.2 366.0 -
4 409.3 616.4 713.2 150.9 169.9 209.7
8 241.1 435.6 524.7 76.74 97.71 129.9
16 152.7 344.5 460.2 41.59 44.07 89.67
32 111.4 299.3 446.7 27.00 43.94 70.29
48 92.84 243.3 347.0 20.10 36.93 64.34
64 87.86 - 369.0 17.19 - 61.66
80 - - 349.4 - - 60.71
96 - - 372.6 - - 56.04

(b) Conv2D with Naive Parallelization (results in seconds)

Table 2.3: Performance of and Conv2D (a and b) with ’lazy’ and ’naive’ paralleliza-
tion.

Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 depict the performance results for the two versions given an
orientation scale-space at 5◦ angular resolution (i.e., 36 orientations) and 8 (σu, σv)
combinations respectively. Scales computed are σu ∈ {3, 5, 7} and σv ∈ {1, 2, 3},
ignoring the isotropic case σu,v = {3, 3} with an input image of 512 × 512 (4-byte)
pixels.

It shows that our expectations indeed are correct. On one node Conv-Rot is
about 7 to 8 times faster than Conv2D on both DAS-2 and DAS-3. For 64 CPUs
on a single cluster, and using our fast ’lazy parallelization’ approach, this factor has
dropped to 1.7 on DAS2, and 5.3 on DAS-3, respectively.

When comparing the multi-cluster runs in Table 2.2(a), it is clear that Con-

vRot indeed can benefit from an increased availability of nodes — in particular on
DAS-3 — despite the fact that 64-node single-cluster runs always provide fastest ex-
ecution. Conv2D shows the best multi-cluster results, with four-cluster results even
outperforming the 64-node single-cluster runs.

From this performance comparison we conclude that, for all versions of our line
detection problem, one can obtain increased performance from using nodes at multiple
sites, in particular on DAS-3. As expected, a performance drop is introduced when
moving from one cluster to multiple clusters, but such a move is still worthwhile in
case the available number of nodes at one cluster is limited, or if the potential for
parallelization of a problem at hand is (much) larger than can be exploited by a single
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(c) Speedup of Conv2D on DAS-2
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(d) Speedup of Conv2D on DAS-3

Figure 2.3: Performance of and Conv2D and ConvRot on DAS-2 and DAS-3 with
’lazy’ and ’naive’ parallelization.

cluster. In particular, for applications with good parallelization characteristics, such
as our Conv2D program, the benefits can be significant.

Before we present our speedup analysis, we need to indicate that there is an appar-
ent discrepancy between the ’lazy’ and ’naive’ single-node, single-cluster results. As
these runs essentially represent sequential execution in both cases, pairwise lazy/naive
parallel runs on a single node of the same cluster should give identical performance
results. This is not the case, however, as the presented results are obtained from
parallel runs performed on a single node. In the lazy parallel case, the single-node
parallelization overhead is such, that a factual sequential run can be said to be iden-
tical to a a single-node lazy parallel run. In contrast, single-node naive parallel runs
do show a significant performance drop, because of excessive creation, copying, and
removal of internal parallelization structures.

When considering the speedup graphs of Figures 2.3(a)-2.3(d), it is immediately
apparent that DAS-3 provides much better speedup characteristics than DAS-2 —
for single-cluster and multi-cluster runs alike. This is particularly remarkable given
the fact that the sequential runs on DAS-3 are about 3 times faster than on DAS-
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Program/Cluster VU LU UvA MN
ConvRot 65.08 60.66 70.95 65.65
Conv2D 566.6 523.4 617.7 566.7

Table 2.4: Single-cluster, single-node performance on each of the applied DAS-3 clus-
ters.

2, thus reducing the theoretical potential for obtaining good speedups on DAS-3
relative to DAS-2. Our results are explained by the fact that the communication
speeds relative to the computation speed have improved significantly on the new
DAS-3 system. Importantly, this result indicates that our optical StarPlane network
improves communication speeds over conventional Internet links by a similar (or even
higher) relative amount as our local Myrinet-10G links improve communication speeds
over the old Myrinet-2000 local interconnect.

One further significant result is found in Figure 2.3(d): the two-cluster lazy par-
allel runs provide speedup results that are identical to the single-cluster lazy parallel
runs. Clearly, for applications with a good parallelization potential, multi-cluster runs
constitute a realistic, and attractive alternative. In this respect one may wonder why
the related four-cluster lazy parallel speedup results are somewhat lagging behind.
This is explained by the fact that the four-cluster runs also incorporates the DAS-3
cluster at the University of Amsterdam, which has significantly slower compute nodes.
As a result, in our current parallelization strategy (which results in bulk synchronous
parallel execution) the faster compute nodes repeatedly have to wait for the slower
UvA nodes.

Table 2.4 shows the significance of the difference (i.e., even up to 18%) in the
computation speeds among the different DAS-3 clusters applied in our experiments.
Note that this effect, which is certainly not caused by any form of increased wide-area
communication overhead, plays a role in all four-cluster results obtained on DAS-3.

Given the above results, we have clearly shown that — in contrast to common be-
lief — fine-grained distributed data parallelism indeed can be an viable acceleration
approach. Also, we conclude that DAS-3, with its optical interconnect, is a magnifi-
cent system for obtaining significant speedups, for single-cluster runs and multi-cluster
runs alike.

2.2 Part B: Remote Sensing

2.2.1 Introduction

This Section is organized as follows. Section 2.2.2 describes the two considered hy-
perspectral imaging algorithms. Section 2.2.3 describes the data parallel execution
of the two algorithms. Section 2.2.4 describes the distributed multi-cluster system
applied in the experiments. Section 2.2.5 gives an evaluation of the performance
and speedup results. Section 2.3 concludes with some remarks and hints at plausible
future research.
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2.2.2 Hyperspectral Imaging Algorithms

In recent years many hyperspectral imaging algorithms have been researched exten-
sively for their high computational demands [68, 64, 67]. One of the most relevant
techniques for information extraction from hyperspectral data is spectral unmixing,
which aims to overcome problems that occur when the spatial resolution of a remote
sensor is not high enough to separate different materials [67]. A second important
problem is that of automatic target detection and classification. Depending on the
complexity and dimensionality of the input scene, both problems may be computa-
tionally very expensive, limiting the possibility of utilizing the algorithms in — for
example — time-critical applications. In the following we describe two representative
algorithms in these areas.

Automated Morphological Endmember Extraction

The inputs to Automated Morphological Endmember Extraction (AMEE) algorithm
are the full hyperspectral data cube F, a structuring element B (used to define the
spatial context around each image pixel), a maximum number of algorithm iterations
Imax, and a number of endmembers (pure spectral signatures) to be extracted, p.
The output is an endmember set, {ei}qi=1, with q ≤ p. The algorithm consists of the
following steps [66, 65]:

1. Set i = 1 and initialize a morphological eccentricity index MEI(x, y) = 0 for
each hyperspectral image pixel F(x, y).

2. Move B through all the pixels of the input data, defining a local spatial search
area around each pixel F(x, y), and calculate the maximum and minimum pixel
vectors at each B -neighborhood using extended morphological erosion and di-
lation, respectively defined as follows:

(F⊖ B)(x, y) = argmin(i,j)∈Z2(B){DB[F(x+ i, y + j)]} (2.3)

(F⊕ B)(x, y) = argmax(i,j)∈Z2(B){DB[F(x+ i, y + j)]} (2.4)

3. Update the MEI at each spatial location (x, y) using:

MEI(x, y) = Dist[(F ⊖ B)(x, y), (F ⊕ B)(x, y)] (2.5)

4. Set i = i + 1. If i = Imax, then go to step (5). Otherwise, replace the original
image with its dilation using B using F = F⊕B. This represents an optimization
of the algorithm that propagates only the purest pixels at the local neighborhood
to the following algorithm iteration. Then, go to step (2).

5. Select the set of p pixel vectors with higher associated MEI scores (called end-
member candidates) and form a unique spectral set of {ei}qi=1 pixels, with q ≤ p,
by calculating the spectral angle [8] for all pixel vector pairs.

6. Finally, a fully constrained unmixing procedure [36] is accomplished by applying
a least squares-based technique to estimate the abundance fractions of each of
the p derived endmembers in each pixel of the hyperspectral image F.
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Automatic Target Detection and Classification (ATDCA)

The ATDCA algorithm [64] was developed to find potential target pixels that can be
used to generate a signature matrix to be applied in an orthogonal subspace projection
(OSP) [35]. The algorithm first calculates the pixel vector with maximum length in the
hyperspectral image and labels it as an initial target t1 using the following expression:

t1 = argmax(x,y)∈Z2(F){F(x, y) · F(x, y)T }, (2.6)

where the superscript ‘T ’ denotes the vector transpose operation. Once an initial
target has been identified, the algorithm assigns U1 = [t1] and applies an orthogonal
projector [35] to all image pixel vectors, thus calculating the next target as the pixel
with maximum projection value as follows:

tj+1 = argmax(x,y)∈Z2(F)

[

(

P⊥
Uj

F(x, y)
)T (

P⊥
Uj

F(x, y)
)

]

,

with P⊥
Uj

= I − Uj

(

UT
j Uj

)−1

UT
j , (2.7)

where I is the identity matrix. The iterative procedure is terminated once a pre-
defined number of t targets, {ti}ti=1, has been identified.

2.2.3 Parallel Implementations

The parallel implementations of the two algorithms are based on a data-driven par-
titioning strategy in which different parts of the image cube are assigned to differ-
ent compute nodes. Essentially, two approaches for data partitioning exist, namely
spectral-domain decomposition and spatial-domain decomposition. Previous experi-
mentation with both strategies have shown that spatial-domain decomposition can
significantly reduce inter-processor communication, resulting from the fact that a sin-
gle pixel vector is never partitioned and communication is not needed at the pixel
level [68]. Another important advantage of spatial domain partitioning is that the
problem of load-balancing on homogeneous multi-cluster systems is not more complex
in comparison with the single-cluster case. Before describing the parallel algorithms,
we emphasize that the total number of iteration counts performed by each node/clus-
ter in the parallel versions summarized below are exactly the same. As a result, the
computation loads are equally balanced among nodes and also among clusters (i.e.
when the algorithms are run in a multi-cluster environment).

Parallel AMEE

1. The master processor partitions the data into K spatial-domain partitions. To
avoid repetitive communication steps taking place, each node is provided with
a partial data structure that includes a so-called ‘scratch border’, containing all
data that otherwise would need to be communicated in subsequent steps [68].
These parallel spatial-spectral partitions are denoted by {PSSPi}Ki=1.
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2. Using parameters Imax (maximum number of iterations) and p (maximum num-
ber of endmembers to be extracted), each worker executes (in parallel) steps
(1)–(5) of the sequential AMEE algorithm for its corresponding PSSPi, thus
obtaining a MEI score for each pixel in the local partition and obtaining a local
set of unique endmembers.

3. The master gathers all the local endmember sets provided by the workers and
forms a global set of endmembers {ei}qi=1, with q ≤ p, by calculating the spectral
angle for all possible endmember pairs in parallel.

4. Using the sets {PSSPi}Ki=1 and {ei}qi=1, perform step (6) of the sequential
AMEE algorithm locally at each worker. This is an embarrassingly parallel
computation, since the abundance estimations can be performed independently
at each worker. In the end, the master gathers the information provided by the
workers and forms a final output.

While several steps are purely sequential (performed by the master alone), the
AMEE algorithm has high potential for parallel speedups and scalability in the num-
ber of workers.

Parallel ATDCA

1. As above, the master node first splits the input image cube into K spatial-
domain partitions (without scratch borders, as this algorithm is a pixel-based
technique) and distributes these among the workers.

2. Each worker calculates the brightest pixel in its local partition using Eq. (2.6)
and then send the spatial locations of the local brightest pixel back to the
master.

3. The master computes the brightest pixel of the complete input scene, t1, by
applying the operator of step 2 to all pixels at the spatial locations received
from the workers. Then, the master sets U1 = [t1] and broadcasts this matrix
to all workers.

4. Each worker finds the pixels in its local partition which are most orthogonal
relative to the pixel vectors in U, using Eq. (2.7). Each worker then sends the
spatial locations of these local pixels to the master.

5. The master now finds a second target pixel t2 by applying an orthogonal sub-
space projection operator to the pixel vectors at the spatial locations provided
by the workers, and selecting the one with the maximum score. The master
now sets U1 = [t1, t2] and broadcasts this matrix to all workers.

6. Repeat from Step 4 until a set of t target pixels, {ti}ti=1, is extracted from the
input data.
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Figure 2.4: Parallel ATDCA using 1 master and 3 workers.

Similar to the AMEE algorithm, several steps of the algorithm are purely sequen-
tial. Moreover, as the ATDCA requires more communication steps between master
and workers to be performed, there seems less potential for significant speedups and
scalability than in the AMEE case. Fig. 2.4 presents a graphical summary of the
parallel ATDCA algorithm.

Distributed Multi-Cluster Execution

The presented parallel algorithms initially were developed for execution on single com-
pute clusters. Often the use of individual compute clusters is not sufficient, however.
First, this is because the shear volume of hyperspectral image data may be too large
for a single-cluster system. Similarly, in time-critical applications a single cluster may
not provide the necessary compute power. Finally, even if a single-cluster system in
principle would adhere to the algorithmic requirements in terms of available compute
power, memory, networking, and storage, such a system often is heavily used for other
tasks — effectively rendering its use impossible in practice.

To overcome these problems, we apply the presented parallel algorithms unchanged
in a multi-cluster setting. This approach has the advantage that no further implemen-
tation effort is required from the application user (in general a domain expert having
little or no expertise in high-performance and distributed computing). As communi-
cation within a cluster is generally an order of magnitude faster than communication
between clusters, results obtained with this approach will indicate a lower bound on the
obtainable speedup. Nevertheless, we aim to show that the presented single-cluster al-
gorithms already show close-to-optimal performance in a multi-cluster setting. Given
the nature of the presented parallel algorithms, the need for inter-cluster communi-
cations is expected to be limited, to the effect that the negative impact of such slow
wide-area connectivity may be insignificant. In particular, we expect this to be the
case in the presence of a (dedicated) low-latency, high-bandwidth optical wide-area
network.
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If our expectations indeed are supported by actual results obtained in a distributed
multi-cluster setting, this will open up important new possibilities for the field of
hyperspectral imaging. First, in particular for time-critical applications it will become
possible to scale up to problem sizes that better match the required performance (e.g.,
in terms of obtained detection results). This will support a trend towards designing
algorithms with high potential for efficient parallelization over commonly used but
hard-to-parallelize ones. Also, for many hyperspectral imaging algorithms (i.e. those
which are appealing for parallel implementations it may become feasible to scale up to
much larger processor counts than is currently commonplace, which (a.o.) will allow
for much ’deeper’ analysis of the image data than before.

2.2.4 Experimentation Platform: DAS-3

In real-world distributed systems many fluctuations exist in the performance, load,
and availability of the geographically dispersed nodes. As a result, the repeatability of
experiments is hard to guarantee. It is therefore essential to perform experiments on
a testbed that shows the key characteristics of a real-world distributed multi-cluster
system on the one hand, yet that allows for controlled experiments on the other.

To meet these requirements, we perform all our evaluations on the DAS-3 testbed
system (Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 3; see Fig. 2.2 and Table 2.1§). DAS-3 is
a five-cluster wide-area distributed system, with individual clusters located at four
different universities in The Netherlands: Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU), Leiden
University (LU), University of Amsterdam (UvA), and Delft University of Technology
(TUD). The MultimediaN Consortium (UvA-MN) also participates with one cluster.

Besides the ubiquitous 1 and 10 GBit/s Ethernet networks, DAS-3 incorporates
a high-speed 10G interconnect between the nodes within a cluster. Also, apart from
being connected by conventional Internet connections, the DAS-3 clusters are in-
terconnected via a 10 GBit/s wide-area network based on light paths (StarPlane¶).
The rationale of the StarPlane interconnect is to allow part of the photonic network
infrastructure of the Dutch SURFnet6 network to be manipulated by distributed ap-
plications to optimize performance. The novelty of StarPlane is that it gives flexibility
directly to applications by allowing them to choose one of multiple logical network
topologies in real time, ultimately with subsecond switching times.

2.2.5 Performance Evaluation

To perform experiments on DAS-3, we have compiled our applications with Open-
MPI [29]. This communication library provides the correct communication setup
for parallel message passing programs that need to use multiple heterogeneous net-
works. For highest performance, we have initialized OpenMPI such that we use the
optical StarPlane links between the clusters, and the local Myrinet-10G network for
intra-cluster communication. For comparison, we also perform experiments using
conventional Internet links between the clusters.

§http://www.cs.vu.nl/das3/
¶http://www.starplane.org
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To avoid results that need normalization to a ’base node’ of a certain speed and
capacity, we limit ourselves to runs in which the set of compute elements is relatively
homogeneous. Also, we do not include scenarios involving multiple cores per CPU, as
this would allow us to scale up to two clusters only (i.e., VU and UvA; the remaining
clusters have single-core CPUs). Single-cluster runs always are performed at the VU,
using a maximum of 64 nodes (= 128 CPUs). Dual-cluster runs always are performed
using VU and UvA simultaneously, each with an equal number of nodes. Because
it was not possible to use more than 24 UvA nodes, dual-cluster runs have been
performed using a maximum of 48 nodes (= 96 CPUs) in total. Four-cluster runs
have been performed in a similar manner, resulting in runs using a maximum of 96
nodes (= 192 CPUs).

Finally, the image cubes used to evaluate our two algorithms were standard
hyperspectral data sets commonly used as testbeds in spectral unmixing and tar-
get detection applications, respectively. Specifically, the AMEE algorithm was ap-
plied to the well-known AVIRIS Cuprite data set, available online in reflectance
units‖. The portion used in experiments corresponds to the sector labeled as
f970619t01p02_r02_sc03.a.rfl in the online data, with 614 × 512 pixels, 224 spec-
tral bands, and a total size of approximately 80 MBytes. The number of endmembers
in this scene was set to p = 19 after estimating the number of endmembers using
the HySime method [5]. On the other hand, the image cube selected for the ATDCA
algorithm consists of a full AVIRIS flightline comprising 4230 × 750 pixels and 224
spectral bands (approximately 1.5 Gbytes), collected over the World Trade Center
(WTC) in New York City, just five days after the terrorist attacks that collapsed the
two towers at the WTC area. The number of ATDCA target pixels to be detected
was set to t = 30. In both cases, the accuracy of AMEE and ATDCA for spectral un-
mixing [65] and target detection [64] purposes, respectively, has been already widely
reported in the literature.

Performance and Speedup

Purely sequential execution revealed that the AMEE algorithm takes over 85 minutes
and 40 seconds to complete on a single CPU; the ATDCA algorithm takes over 24
minutes and 3 seconds. A parallel single-cluster run using 64 nodes (= 128 CPUs)
for the AMEE algorithm resulted in a total execution time of 47.3 seconds, indicating
a close-to-linear speedup of almost 109. A similar single-cluster run for ATDCA
gave a runtime of 20.2 seconds, and a speedup of over 71. These results confirm our
initial expectations expressed in Section 2.2.3, and are in line with results reported
earlier in [68, 64]: while it is possible to obtain high speedups for both algorithms,
ATDCA is more difficult to parallelize efficiently than AMEE. In both cases, even if
the executions are (almost) perfectly load balanced, efficiency loss is due to the usual
causes for parallelization overhead: communication (e.g. to resolve data-dependencies
between nodes) and additional memory management operations (e.g. to create, copy,
and delete intermediate partial data structures).

‖http://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/html/aviris.freedata.html
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Figure 2.5: Speedup results for AMEE on DAS-3.
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Figure 2.6: Speedup results for ATDCA on DAS-3.

The speedup graph of Fig. 2.5 shows that the AMEE algorithm indeed benefits
from an increasing number of nodes, even when spread over multiple clusters. When
considering multi-cluster scenarios with all wide-area communication taking place
over StarPlane, obtained results are very similar to the single-cluster measurements.
For example, a run using 128 CPUs spread over 4 clusters takes 48.9 seconds (giving
a speedup of 105), as opposed to the abovementioned 47.3 seconds for a single-cluster
run with the same CPU count. As stated in Section 2.2.2, this is because the re-
quired amount of wide-area communication is very limited. Also note that part of
the marginal performance drop can be attributed to the lower clock-speed (2.2 Ghz)
of the UvA CPUs.

The most important result, however, is that a four-cluster run allows for concurrent
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use of more CPUs than can be provisioned by each cluster alone: the use of 192
CPUs spread over four clusters results in a runtime of 32.4 seconds, giving a speedup
of over 158. The speedup graph of Fig. 2.5 also shows that runs over conventional
links are less efficient, albeit only marginally so. Using 192 CPUs over four clusters
results in a runtime of 35.2 seconds, giving a slightly lower speedup of 146. Based on
these results, we conclude that the AMEE algorithm indeed can benefit significantly
from multi-cluster execution, with close-to-linear speedup obtained for all measured
scenarios. The availability of a high-speed optical wide-area interconnect only gives
a limited additional benefit. Given the fact that the input data used for the AMEE
algorithm was relatively small, these results also provide excellent prospects for larger
input sizes. This is because the communication versus computation ratio decreases
for larger input sizes, giving an even better speedup potential.

Although ATDCA requires more communication, the overall results (shown in
Fig. 2.6) are rather similar. First, the optical multi-cluster runs are almost identical
compared to the single-cluster execution: a run using 128 CPUs spread over 4 clusters
takes 20.9 seconds (for a speedup of 69), where a single-cluster run took 20.2 seconds.
Again, this is due to the limited need for wide-area communication. Scaling up to
192 CPUs spread over four clusters gives a runtime of 16.6 seconds, and a speedup
of 87. As before, the negative impact of conventional wide-area communication is
quite limited: a four-cluster run using 192 CPUs takes 18.1 seconds, with a speedup
of just below 80. Given these results, we conclude that — despite the higher need
for communication — the ATDCA algorithm benefits significantly from multi-cluster
execution as well. The speedup graph of Fig. 2.6 does indicate, however, that scaling
up to even larger CPU counts (i.e. 200 CPUs or more) may not provide further
benefits.

2.3 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter we have applied a wide-area data parallelization approach to two
potential application domains, one with relatively small data structures as emerge
frequently the multimedia content analysis and the other one with large data struc-
tures as emerge in remote sensing. For the multimedia content analysis domain, we
investigate the deployment of wide-area data parallel distributed computation ap-
proach to a typical low-level problem which is curvilinear structure detection. For the
remote sensing domain, we investigate two hyperspectral imaging problems: endmem-
ber extraction and target detection. The considered parallel algorithms, which are
representative of a class of fine-grained, tightly-coupled, data parallel regular domain
problems, have been tested on a real-world distributed and homogeneous multi-cluster
system, a.o. using a dedicated wide-area optical interconnect.

Through experimental evaluation we have indicated the feasibility of the applied
approach. We believe that the presented results are important in both multimedia
content analysis as well as remote sensing research for several reasons. First, for many
imaging applications it may become feasible to scale up to much larger processor
counts than can be provided by a single compute cluster (this performance increase
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may even come at no cost, since free access to clusters is widely offered). Also, for
time-critical applications it will become possible to scale up to problem sizes that
better match the specific data analysis problems at hand. Moreover, when available
cluster systems are heavily used by others, wide-area data parallel execution may well
be the only way to perform realistic experiments.

The presented work is part of a much larger strive to bring the benefits of high-
performance and distributed computing to the multimedia imaging community. Fu-
ture work will therefore include the integrated use of state-of-the-art many-core tech-
nologies (e.g. Graphics Processing Units, or GPUs) in single- and multi-cluster ex-
ecution scenarios. Also, based on our earlier work on multimedia content analysis
for heterogeneous cluster systems, it becomes also feasible to expand our approach to
multi-cluster environments through making use of for instance HeteroMPI∗∗, a par-
allel programming library which can automatically balance the load in heterogeneous
execution settings.

∗∗http://hcl.ucd.ie/project/HeteroMPI
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Adaptive Parallel Householder

Bidiagonalization for Principal

Component Analysis in

Multimedia Content Analysis ∗

3.1 Research Background

Image and video data are rapidly gaining importance. In a few years, analyzing the
content of such data will be a problem of phenomenal proportions. Digital video pro-
duces high data rates, and multimedia archives steadily run into Petabytes of storage
space. Hence, when not addressed properly, both scientific research as well as practical
application will suffer from the caused problems such as significant storage challenge
and unaffordable long processing time. To deal with this deluge of data, methods for
image and video retrieval working in distributed supercomputing environments are
urged for.

For the acceleration of image and video content retrieval, various methodologies
have been applied. Such methods aim to reduce the image data to be analyzed and
increase the analysis efficiency. Among these approaches, aiming at reducing the
amount of image data to be processed in the input images set, input data approx-
imation has been recognized as an effective approach which helps to speed up the
processing while keeping the accuracy of content analysis at an acceptable level. One

∗ This chapter contains portions of our paper as appeared in Proceedings of the 15th International
European Conference on Parallel and Distributed Computing (Europar’2009) [52].
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of the most popular approaches for input data approximation is Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). PCA can be conducted through executing a long-existing mathemat-
ical operation called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

In this chapter, we will focus specifically on parallelizing the most interesting —
and most computationally demanding — part of one approach to SVD factorization,
i.e.: Householder bidiagonalization.

Parallel solutions to Householder bidiagonalization have been studied extensively
in the literature [11, 16, 17, 32, 71], most of which has been focused on the paral-
lelization based on a single computing device. In contrast to such earlier efforts, our
work aims at parallel computation of the Householder bidiagonalization in a large-
scale distributed context for processing a large input images dataset, for which data
distribution and communication plays a crucial role in the design and optimization of
the approach.

Householder bidiagonalization is hard to parallelize in a distributed environment
efficiently. This is because the size of the working set (i.e., the number of matrix
elements taking part in the calculations) reduces over time. As a result, while it
is often beneficial to use a large number of compute nodes in the early stages of the
execution, the cost of parallelization and load imbalances eventually outweigh the cost
of actual calculations, to the effect that obtained speedups (if at all) are generally low.

As such, the foremost research question underlying this chapter is as follows: can
we implement a distributed parallel Householder bidiagonalization method efficiently,
such that the performance profit created by execution parallelization and algorithm
optimization will not be outweighed by the communication overhead generated during
data distribution and communication?

3.2 Related Earlier Works

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been applied to various mathematical prob-
lems for over 100 years. These mathematical problems include computing the pseudo-
inverse of a matrix [26], solving matrix least-squares minimization and for matrix
approximations [27]. And since 1970s, SVD has also been used in many emerg-
ing application areas including numerical weather prediction and multimedia content
analysis [57, 28]. As stated in [18], the SVD algorithm is best known as a numerically
stable method for solving over-determined systems of linear equations and gives the
optimal rank-deficient approximation to a given full-rank matrix. More importantly,
the SVD of a matrix gives orthogonal bases for the null space of a matrix.

As demonstrated in [27], to compute the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
a given matrix A, an iterative process must be undertaken since the computation of
the SVD is a non-linear problem.

In [33], two cases of iterative algorithms are introduced. In the first case, it derives
a canonical form directly. In these direct methods, a given matrix is usually firstly
reduced to a bidiagonal form by applying a set of orthogonal transformations. After
that, an iterative process is used to reduce the bidiagonal matrix achieved into a
diagonal form. In the second case of algorithms, the matrix is directly reduced to a
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diagonal form after a number of rounds of iteration without transforming it first.

The first two-phases based algorithm described above is preferred over the second
iterative reduction based algorithm because of the following two reasons. Firstly,
with the second algorithm, a numerical inaccuracy is unnecessarily introduced in the
computation when many rounds of iteration must be carried out. Secondly, a faster
converge speeds and better results are achieved when applying iterative method on a
triangular or bidiagonal matrix as described in the first case of algorithms.

For computation of the bidiagonal matrix in the first phase, Choi and Dongarra
together with Walker have introduced two main schemes in [10]. For the first one,
Householder bidiagonalization algorithm is used. For the second scheme as also pre-
sented by Großer in [32], an upper triangular matrix is first computed by applying a
set of orthogonal rotations to the original matrix, and further reduced to a bidiagonal
form. For this second scheme, usually a Givens QR Decomposition is first used to
achieve an upper triangle matrix and after that, Jacobi Rotations [26] is applied to
achieve a diagonal matrix.

Omer and Ashok have indicated in [17] that, in sequential runs, the first scheme
which is based on Householder bidiagonalization is preferred over the second one
because the number of multiplications and square roots in the Householder method
is fewer than in the Givens method, while the number of additions in Givens and
Householder methods are about the same. However, in parallel runs, the operation
advantages of Householder method are offset by the higher communication require-
ments of the Householder reduction method and by better communication hiding
characteristics laid in Givens QR method, as discussed in [17]. As a result, up till
now, most of the discussed parallelization schemes are based on the second Givens
QR scheme while little effort has been invested in accelerating the parallel run of the
Householder Bidiagonalization operation.

In [55], Ltaief, Kurzak and Dongarra presented a new way to parallelize a similar
reduction algorithm called Hessenberg Reduction. This new way is based on applying
tiles for the operations executed a multi-core architecture. In [54], Ltaief showed how
to reduce an input matrix into band form which can be further reduced to bidiagonal
form on a multi-core processor. In [92], Zee together with de Geijn and Quintana-
Ortı showed a method to achieve near-peak performance for the Givens Rotation by
restructuring the QR algorithm so that it becomes rich in operations that can achieve
on a modern processor. In [72], Rajamanickam and Davis focused on the blocked band
reduction for symmetric and asymmetric matrix. In [3], Ballard, Demmel and Knight
presented a way to reduce the communication overhead during the reduction of a
symmetric band matrix to the upper triangular form on a shared-memory multi-core
platform. The communication overhead reduction was realized through improving
data locality based on reorganizing the computation.

3.3 Our Contributions

Because of huge progress in the research on the cluster networking technology and
revolution on network connection materials, network communication overhead has
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been reduced significantly in the recent years. Based on this change and the sequential
performance advantage of Householder bidiagonalization, it can be expected that a
highly efficient parallel Householder bidiagonalization method can also be achieved
through applying an optimized communication pattern for better load balancing and
communication hiding. Meanwhile, the computation efficiency can also be improved
by restructuring the sequential computation operations as explored by Howell in [37],
where a way to increase the cache use during the Householder Bidiagonalization on a
processor through reorganizing the sequence of operations is introduced.

Based on these techniques, Householder method performance can be improved in
such a way that the effects of communication overhead can be limited effectively, and
an equal or even better parallel performance with Householder reduction method than
with Givens QR method will be realized based on the better sequential performance.

In the solution proposed in this chapter, we apply an approach called periodic
matrix remapping for load balancing. Further, to optimize performance under the
continuous reduction of the working set, we apply an approach called process re-
duction to gradually reduce the number of compute nodes at runtime. The decision
making for process reduction is based on a performance model that continuously com-
pares performance results obtained on the current set of nodes with estimations for
a reduced number of nodes. Extensive evaluation of our solution to parallel House-
holder bidiagonalization shows that we obtain high speedups, even for a large number
of compute nodes.

In addition, in this chapter we discuss about significant optimizations to the tradi-
tional approach [19]. By aggregating and re-ordering accesses to the matrix elements
we have been able to reduce the algorithm complexity both in terms of calculations
and communication. Extensive evaluation of our optimized approach shows a sig-
nificant improvement over our earlier results described in [51]. Moreover, we also
compare our results with those obtained by ScaLAPACK — the highly optimized
and de facto standard parallel library for dense linear algebra computations [6, 10].
Results show that our optimized implementation can outperform the ScaLAPACK
version by a factor of 2 or more for a large range of matrix sizes. Moreover, our
approach has the benefit of iteratively releasing compute nodes from the calculation
such that these can be used for other tasks.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.4 introduces the Householder
bidiagonalization problem and presents optimizations with respect to our earlier ap-
proach. Section 3.5 discusses our adaptive parallel Householder bidiagonalization
method. Subsequently, Section 3.6 gives an evaluation of the obtained performance
and speedup and makes a comparison with the ScaLAPACK method. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 3.7.

3.4 Singular Value Decomposition

In linear algebra, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is an important factorization
method for rectangular real or complex matrices. As stated in [27], a real input matrix
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denoted by A with m× n elements m ≥ n can be decomposed into three matrices:

A = UΣV T , U : m× n, V : n× n (3.1)

where UTU = V TV = V V T = In, the singular value matrix denoted by Σ =
diag(σ1, . . . , σn), and diagonal elements denoted by σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σn ≥ 0 be-
ing the singular values of matrix Σ.

As shown in [19], the SVD factorization for the input matrix A can be performed
in two major steps. First, matrix A is reduced into upper bidiagonal form by way of
a series of Householder transformations. Second, the QR algorithm is performed to
find the singular values of the upper bidiagonal matrix. These two phases combined
properly produce the singular value decomposition of matrix A. In this paper, we will
focus only on the first phase of the SVD factorization (i.e., the Householder bidiago-
nalization), as it is the most computationally demanding part of the calculation.

3.4.1 Householder Bidiagonalization

Householder bidiagonalization, or the reduction of input matrix A into upper bidiag-
onal form, proceeds by alternately pre- and post-multiplying A by so-called House-
holder transformations

P (k) = I − 2x(k)x(k)T , with k = 1, 2, . . . , n

and
Q(k) = I − 2y(k)y(k)T , with k = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2

where x(k)Tx(k) = y(k)T y(k) = 1, such that

P (n) . . . P (1)AQ(1) . . . Q(n−2) =
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(3.2)

Before discussing the parallelization of this Householder bidiagonalization in the next
Section, we will first present a thorough overview of the data dependencies involved
in the underlying algorithm.

3.4.2 Data Dependencies

Generally speaking, Householder bidiagonalization takes place in n iterations, where
each iteration involves one pre-multiplication and one post-multiplication resulting
in a new (intermediate) m × n matrix denoted by H(i). In each iteration i (with
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Figure 3.1: Four steps in a single Householder iteration. R = read access; W = write
access.

0 ≤ i ≤ n), all elements in column i of H(i) are being set to 0, except for diagonal
element of this iteration i denoted by qi and the upper diagonal element of this
iteration i denoted by ei directly above the element qi (if it exists). Similarly, all
elements in row i of this intermediate matrix H(i) are being set to 0 except for
diagonal element qi and the upper diagonal element denoted by ei+1 directly to its
right (if it exists). Furthermore, all elements in the right-lower (m − i) × (n − i)
submatrix block of H(i) are being updated. In the following iteration i + 1, this
right-lower (m− i)× (n− i) submatrix block of the intermediate matrix H(i) of this
iteration i is being used as the basis for all calculations in the that iteration i + 1.
The set of all elements in this (m − i) × (n− i) submatrix block is what we refer to
as the working set for iteration i+ 1.

In practice, a single iteration of Householder bidiagonalization consists of four
major consecutive steps (see Figure 3.1). While all i iterations are very similar, for
ease of presentation we focus on the first iteration only (i.e.: i = 1). In the first of
the four steps, two major elements are calculated. Firstly, a element denoted by q1 is
calculated based on the first column block and stored in the final bidiagonal output
matrix. As shown in Figure 3.1(a), the calculation of the element q1 is dependent
on all the values of elements in the block column 1. In addition, a new (temporary)
value for the first diagonal element denoted by A[1, 1] as shown in the Figure 3.1(a) is
calculated and stored in-place. The calculation of this element A[1, 1] is based of the
value of newly calculated element q1 and the original value of the diagonal element
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A[1, 1] itself.
In the second step, an iterative updating operation are carried out for each element

in all the column to the right of the block column 1. For this iterative updating
calculation, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), the newly calculated value of each updated
element at row x column y, denoted by A[x, y], is dependent on the values of all the
elements in the column block 1 as well as on the values of all elements in column
block y where this element A[x, y] residents. The update of each matrix element in
this second step is again in-place operation.

Step 3 is rather similar to Step 1. In this step, two major elements are calculated.
Firstly, the first upper diagonal element denoted by e2 is calculated based on the first
block row and stored in the final bidiagonal output matrix. As shown in Figure 3.1(c),
the calculation of the element e2 depends on all the values of elements locating in the
block row 1, except of the first element. In addition, as similar as in the first step,
a new (temporary) value for the first super diagonal element locating to the right of
diagonal element, denoted by A[1, 2] is calculated as shown in the Figure 3.1(c) and
stored in-place, on the basis of the values of element e2 and the original value of the
element A[1, 2] itself.

Further, the calculation in Step 4 is very similar to Step 2. In this final step,
an iterative updating operation are carried out again for all the elements in all row
blocks below row 1, except for the first element in each row. Figure 3.1(d) shows that
each new value of the updated element A[x, y] is dependent on the values of all the
elements A[1, y] in row 1 as well as on all elements A[x, y] in row x. As before, the
update of each matrix element is an in-place operation.

The completion of these four calculation steps also completes one iteration of the
Householder bidiagonalization. As stated above, the right-lower sub-diagonal matrix
block of the matrix H(i) that results after Step 4 constitutes the working set for
the next iteration i + 1. In practice this means that each subsequent iteration uses
an smaller matrix as input: i.e. the updated output matrix of Step 4 excluding its
first row and its first column. As discussed in the following Section, this continuous
reduction of the working set has important consequences for parallel execution.

3.4.3 Single Iteration Optimization

As shown above, in the second step, all elements A[x, y], y > 1 in all the columns to the
right of the first column of the input matrix A : m×nwere being updated. Similarly,
in the fourth step, updates were carried out to the elements A[x, y], x > 1, y > 1 in
all rows below row 1, except for the first element in each row.

Since the operation targets of the updating operations in these two steps are
overlapping with each other for the elements A[x, y], x > 1, y > 1 , a significant
number of data accesses to the same matrix elements were being made. Moreover,
these two redundant updating operations counts for the major part of the execution
time used in each iteration. Therefore, if these two redundant operations can be
merged into one operation, an big acceleration effect for each single iteration can
be achieved. Specifically, the sequential execution can be significantly optimized by
observing that the write accesses in the second step only need to take place on the
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Figure 3.2: Optimized Steps 2 and 4 in a single Householder iteration.

first row in the current working set.
This observation comes from the fact that for the subsequent Step 3, only the

values of the elements from the first row are demanded for the calculation of the
first upper diagonal element e2. On the other hand, the new values of all the other
elements A[x, y], x > 1, y > 1 updated in the second step are not used until the Step 4,
in which the value of these elements are updated again.

If we denote the dependency relation in the calculations in Step 2 and Step 4
by ":=", then the data dependency for the updating operation to each element
A[x, y], 1 ≤ x, 1 ≤ y in Step 2 can be presented as:

AStep 2[x, y] := A[x, 1], A[x, y], 1 ≤ x, 1 < y (3.3)

Similarly, the data dependency for the updating operation to the elements A[x, y], 1 <

x, 1 < y in Step 4 can be presented as

AStep 4[x, y] := AStep 2[1, y], AStep 2[x, y], 1 < x, 1 < y (3.4)

From the above two formulations, it can be observed that the data dependency for
the updating operations in the Step 4 can be transformedthrough substituting the
AStep 2[x, y] by A[z, 1], A[x, y] to the next form :

AStep 4[x, y] := AStep 2[1, y], A[x, y], A[z, 1], 1 < x, 1 < y, 1 ≤ z (3.5)

From the above formulation, it can be observed that only the values of the elements
A[1, y], 1 < y must be updated in the Step 2. The values of the other two parts are
all from their original values. Therefore, it is clear that the calculation for the final
value of the elements A[x, y], 1 < x, 1 < y can all be deferred to the Step 4 in place of
updating these elements redundantly in Step 2 and Step 4.

And, since the updated value of the elements A[1, y], 1 < y are demanded in the
Step 3 for the calculation of the first upper diagonal element e2, it is also desirable to
execute the update operation for elements H(i)[1, y], 1 < y in Step 2.
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Figure 3.3: Matrix-blocks and data access patterns in ScaLAPACK.

The optimized versions of Step 2 and Step 4 are presented in Figure 3.2. As shown
in Figure 3.2(a), all elements A[1, y] are being updated, based on all matrix elements
in column 1 as well as all elements in column y. In Step 4, all elements (except the
first) in all rows below row 1 are being updated based on the elements in row 1 as well
as all elements in row x. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), this updating step now combines
the necessary operations deferred from the earlier version of Step 2.

3.4.4 Multiple Iterations Optimization

It can be observed that the optimized implementation introduced in the last section
still requires the update operation in each single iteration. This characteristic result
in the fact that a large number of memory accesses must be conducted during the
whole iterative reduction procedure. This consequence makes the Householder bidiag-
onalization become highly memory-bounded and limits the computation throughput
of whole procedure dramatically.

To remove the above obstacle to achieve high computational performance, an up-
date deferring technique as introduced in ScaLAPACK [6, 10], has been applied for the
multi-iteration optimization. ScaLAPACK is a highly optimized library for perform-
ing dense linear algebra computations on distributed memory MIMD-style parallel
architectures. ScaLAPACK is built on top of LAPACK which is the de facto stan-
dard for numerical linear algebra. By integrating MPI communication primitives with
the basic BLAS operation in LAPACK, ScaLAPACK allows the excution of parallel
dense matrix operations in parallel on cluster computers. Among other functionality,
ScaLAPACK offers matrix factorizations for solving eigenproblems.

As discussed in [7, 10, 15, 76], ScaLAPACK applies a block-cyclic data distribution
for the scattering of matrix data among participating nodes. As such, each node in
the system is provided with a so called matrix-block — shown as the red submatrix
in Figure 3.3. In general, all computations are taking place within block boundaries.
As shown in Figure 3.3 Left Reduction, in the first part of the calculation in each
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iteration (referred to as the left reduction process), instead of generating a full right-
lower submatrix only the first block-column is updated by the nodes holding them.
Similarly, for each right reduction only the first block-row is being updated (see Fig-
ure 3.3 Right Reduction). When the left and right reduction phases (in combination
referred to as panel factorization) have finished, the lower right submatrix blocks are
being processed, as shown in Figure 3.3 Block Update. By accumulating the updates
of the lower right submatrix, the required communication is kept to a minimum [9].

It can be observed that the communication required for the updating of the lower
right submatrix is determined by the size of a single matrix-block. Consequently,
there is an algorithmic trade-off concerning the matrix-block size. On the one hand,
a larger matrix-block size results in a lower frequency of submatrix updates, and thus
a lower communication overhead. On the other hand, during the panel factorization
phase only a small number of nodes participate in the calculations, causing all other
nodes to wait. Hence, a larger matrix-block size results in increased load-imbalances.

As a result of this trade-off, it is essential to find the matrix-block size that achieves
highest performance. Currently ScaLAPACK requires the user to set the matrix-block
size manually, although a default setting is available. In our view, it would be useful
to incorporate an automatic (adaptive) approach for obtaining the best matrix-block
size in the ScaLAPACK implementation.

Despite this, the evaluation in the following section shows that our implementation
of the Householder algorithm based on the two optimization techniques introduced
in the above two sections can significantly outperform the ScaLAPACK version for
different settings of the matrix-block size.

3.5 Parallelization

In the parallelization of the Householder bidiagonalization, two strategic choices must
be made: the parallel execution of a single Householder iteration, and the parallel
execution of all iterations in turn. Below, we will first present our considerations with
respect to the parallelization of a single iteration. This is followed by a discussion of
the parallel execution of the full Householder bidiagonalization.

3.5.1 Parallelizing a Single Iteration

In this section we focus on the parallelization of a single iteration of the algorithm as
presented in Figure 3.1.

Generally speaking, there are two types of parallelization, namely task parallel and
data parallel. Task parallel means that multiple tasks from different steps of a se-
quential process which should have been executed in designed order, are adapted such
that they can then be executed simultaneously. This solution is suited for processes
with a large number of independent tasks. However, in our case here, after the opti-
mization of the operations in a single iteration as introduced in section Sect. 3.4.3,
most tasks in the four sequential steps are actually executed in step four. What’s
more, the tasks are so dependent on each other, that task parallel approach becomes
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less attractive and its efficiency becomes questionable. As a consequence, we restrict
our considerations in this work to data parallel solutions only.

The most commonly used data partitioning routines provide splitting and scat-
tering of data structures in a horizontal (or row-wise), vertical (or column-wise), or
hybrid (or block-wise) manner. Each of these data partitioning routines ensures that
the workload is spread in a balanced way: each compute node in the system will
get an (approximately) equal subset of the entire data structure. In principle, each
of these three data partitioning strategies is a good candidate for parallelization of
a single iteration of the Householder bidiagonalization. When considering the data
dependencies discussed in the previous section, however, there are several issues that
are of importance.

In case of column-wise (vertical) partitioning of the data structures involved in the
Householder algorithm, we see that Step 1 can be executed without problems. In fact,
only one of the nodes has work to do — and it can do so immediately because all data
dependencies are resolved locally (i.e. without the need for inter-node communication).
Step 2 is only marginally more problematic. The updating of the matrix elements in
this step requires each node to have access to the first matrix column. Hence, this
column would have to be provided (broadcast) to all compute nodes in the system.
Steps 3 and 4 are more complicated, as in both steps many of the data dependencies
are not local. As a result, inter-node communication (by way of parallel reduction)
would be needed to resolve these dependencies.

Clearly, a similar line of reasoning holds for row-wise partitioning. On the other
hand, cyclic block-wise partitioning can be viewed as a combination of row-wise parti-
tioning and column-wise partitioning, which would cause non-local data dependencies
to exist in all four steps of the algorithm.

To overcome much of the non-local data dependencies as existent in both vertical
and horizontal partitioning, one solution is to use vertical partitioning in the first
two steps, and horizontal partitioning in the last two. This, however, would require
a complete matrix re-distribution — causing significant communication overhead —
in the heart of the parallel algorithm. Initial experiments with this parallelization
approach applied to various numbers of nodes in a real cluster system indeed showed
an increase in the execution time of a factor of two or more, when compared to
the approach based on horizontal partitioning. As a result, we do not consider this
two-step vertical-horizontal partitioning approach further.

Finally, a comparison of results obtained for horizontal versus vertical partition-
ing — which theoretically should give identical results — showed that horizontal par-
titioning is always significantly faster (on average about 20%). This is explained by
the fact that, in the case of horizontal partitioning, most of the data structures to be
communicated are stored contiguously in memory. In contrast, vertical partitioning
causes data structures to be stored non-contiguously, a problem which is discussed ex-
tensively in [78]. As a result, horizontal partitioning and cyclic block-wise partitioning
will be our parallelization strategies applied for the following evaluation section.

Applying these two partitioning strategies in the original version of our algorithm
required significant communication in both Step 2 and Step 4 (see [51]). With most
of the data accesses in our new Step 2 now deferred to Step 4, also most of the com-
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Figure 3.4: A single parallel Householder iteration by way of horizontal data parti-
tioning.

munication in Step 2 is avoided with only a 30% increase in the amount of data being
communicated in Step 4. In particular when the total number of applied compute
nodes is large, this strategy results in a significant improvement in the parallel perfor-
mance compared to our earlier approach. Figure 3.4 gives a pictorial representation
of the parallel execution of our Householder bidiagonalization algorithm based on our
single iteration optimization.

3.5.2 Executing Multiple Iterations

Based on the parallelization approaches presented above, we now discuss the paral-
lelization of consecutive Householder iterations. As stated in Section 3.4, one im-
portant problem of our algorithm is that the working set (i.e.: the total number of
matrix elements taking part in the calculations) reduces over time. Specifically, in
comparison to the matrix used in iteration i, the matrix used in iteration i + 1 has
lost one row and one column.

The continuous reduction of the size of the working set has two important conse-
quences for the parallelization strategies selected. First, if we would apply the original
horizontal partitioning for all iterations without change, the parallel execution would
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face a gradually increasing load imbalance. This is because the loss of matrix elements
is not evenly distributed over all compute nodes. The node that has been provided
with the uppermost part of the matrix will be the first to gradually loose all its data
before any of the other nodes looses even a single matrix row (note that, at the same
time, all partial matrices on all nodes do loose columns in an evenly distributed man-
ner). When the algorithm would progress in this way, eventually only a single node
would be calculating on the remaining data — with all other nodes wasting idle cycles.

On the other hand, if we would apply the cyclic block-wise partitioning, this load
imbalance problem can be avoided. This is because the continuous reduction of the
size of the working set is distributed equally among all the participating compute
nodes. Through the uniform distribution of the reduced working set, a continuous
load balance effect is achieved.

A second problem appears when we assume that we would be able to implement
a mechanism that overcomes load imbalances. With such a mechanism the algorithm
would run at a maximum level of parallelism: all nodes would be kept busy until the
final phase of the calculations. While generally beneficial, such a mechanism would
still not ensure maximum performance. This is because the amount of calculations to
be performed in each iteration decreases at a faster rate than the amount of commu-
nication required to resolve all data dependencies. In other words, the computation
versus communication ratio changes over time: in the initial stages of the calculations
this ratio is generally high, but it gradually decreases while the algorithm progresses.
Eventually, the time spend on communication can (en will) overtake the time spend
on actual calculations. Stated differently, the parallel algorithm will suffer from a
gradual overprovisioning of compute resources. Thus, this overprovisioning of com-
pute resources problem would raise for both horizontal partitioning approach and
cyclic block-wise partitioning.

Adaptive Parallelization

To overcome the first problem of load imbalances caused by horizontal partitioning,
we apply a method called periodic matrix remapping. In general, this means that for
a parallel system consisting of n nodes the working set is repartitioned after each n

iterations of the Householder algorithm. After the repartitioning has taken place, the
working set is again evenly distributed over all nodes in the system. In practice, we
have implemented the repartitioning by way of upward matrix row-shifting, meaning
that each compute node communicates a number of rows to its upper neighbor and
receives a (smaller) number of rows from its lower neighbor.

To overcome the additional problem of the overprovisioning of resources raising
for both horizontal partitioning and cyclic block-wise partitioning, we have extended
our periodic matrix remapping approach with an approach called process reduction.
Essentially, this approach causes a gradual decrease in the number of compute nodes
applied in the calculations, to the effect that the final phase of the algorithm may
(and generally will) use just a single compute node — with all remaining nodes being
available for other tasks.

Clearly, for optimal performance one needs to carefully select the moment and
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frequency at which process reductions take place. Reducing the number of nodes too
early leads to a (temporary) underprovisioning of compute resources. Doing it too
late or too infrequently may cause the cost of the communication performed by the
algorithm to outweigh the cost of computation for too long. Reducing the number
of nodes too often also will downgrade the performance of the algorithm, due to the
inherent communication needed for the process reductions themselves.

Performance Estimation

For performance optimization we apply a performance model that can estimate the
parallel performance for a single iteration of the Householder algorithm on any given
number of nodes. The results of the model are used to steer the decision making for
the execution of process reduction.

At a high level of abstraction, we can state that the execution time TparHH for
parallel execution of the computations taking place in our algorithm is simply obtained
by

TparHH =
TseqHH

nrCPUs′
+ Tcomm.

where TseqHH is the cost of performing the sequential operations in a single iteration,
and Tcomm is the cost of the communication steps in a single iteration.

For obtaining the correct estimation for the values of these model parameters,
a multitude of approaches have been investigated in the literature, including direct
measurement and detailed mathematical simulation. However, a long existing - still
not perfectly solved - problem is the trade-off between the complexity and the accuracy
of an estimation approach. Especially, the simplicity and portability of a performance
model is often heavily spoiled by the requirements from the accuracy, which in turn
reduces the applicability.

Due to the fact that the ultimate goal for us to apply this performance model is to
facilitate the real-time decision making on node reduction and re-scattering, our focus
during designing this performance model is on maximizing the model efficiency while
retaining the accuracy as much as possible. To maximize the efficiency, it requires a
proper high level of abstraction on the operations in the total parallel run. However,
to retain a good level of the accuracy, it requires a detailed benchmarking operation
of each single operation in each iteration. This forms a trade-off in our consideration
here.

To solve this trade-off, we have applied a domain-specific benchmarking process
which was proposed in [83, 77]. Through applying this semi-empirical modeling
technique-based benchmarking process, the efficiency is maximally realized. This
is because a high level abstraction of the low level image processing operation is
realized and a simple modeling of parallel performance of each abstracted basic pro-
cessing operation is achieved. Meanwhile, the modeling accuracy is well retained
because measurements of parallel performance of each basic processing operation has
been achieved and further used for total performance estimation. Note that we have
abstracted away all other parts of the sequential calculations, which is acceptable for
our purposes.
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In our semi-empirical performance model, we state that the execution time TseqHH

of the sequential computations executed in a single Householder iteration performed
on a m× n input matrix can be approximated by

TseqHH = (2m− 1)× (n− 1)× Cupdate

where Cupdate is the cost of updating a single matrix element, as performed in Steps
2 and 4 of our sequential algorithm (see Figure 3.1).

The benchmarking of this parameter has been designed based on the fact that
after the optimization, most of the operations in a single iteration are carried out in
step four. Due to this, we focus here on the estimation of the update operations in
step four. After a thorough analysis on the operations in step four, it is not difficult to
observe that the most time-consuming part of update operations in step four are the
”write” operations after all the read and on-processor calculation operations. Based on
this observation, it is reasonable in this case to abstract the update operation as the
write operation to a single matrix element, which can be measured at the beginning
of the execution of each iteration efficiently.

Further, the execution time Tcomm of the communication steps executed in a single
Householder iteration can be approximated by

Tcomm = (2n− 1)× Cbcast

where Cbcast is the cost for performing a broadcast of a 8-byte double value in a
parallel system consisting of nrCPUs nodes.

To benchmark this parameter, we have measured the time required for one node to
send a small data packet to a neighbor node through applying a superior parallel com-
munication performance model called P-3PC as described in [83]. In this model, be-
sides the normal benchmarking techniques, three extra key features have made this
model far more proper for the performance estimation of the MPI-based communi-
cation. These three features include acknowledging difference in the sender or the
receiver sensed time and the complete end-to-end delivery time. Further, this model
distinguishes the cases of sending continuous data in the memory or non-continuous
data. Finally, this model does not assume that the relationship of communication
cost and message size is linear. Note that, again, we have abstracted away several
communication steps, including a parallel reduce-to-one operation.

We have evaluated our model by comparing measurement results obtained for a
single Householder iteration with our model predictions. At all times, our predictions
where within 3 to 5% of the measurements, a result which is entirely in line with our
earlier results presented in [83, 77].

3.6 Evaluation

We have evaluated our implementations on one of the clusters part of the 5-cluster
Distributed ASCI Supercomputer 4 (DAS-4) installed in The Netherlands. The clus-
ter, located at VU University (Amsterdam), consists of 74 dual-CPU/dual-core 2.4
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Ghz Intel E5620 compute nodes (each having 24 GB of RAM), all of which are linked
via a high speed Infini-Band and Gigabit-Ethernet interconnect.

The evaluation consist of three parts. In the first part, we evaluate the proposed
adaptation strategies introduced in Section 3.5.2. To this end, we present results for
five different parallel execution strategies with our original implementation based on
horizontal partitioning. The first strategy does not apply adaptive parallel execution.
Essentially, this strategy serves as the basis for our comparison. In the second strategy,
we apply upward matrix row-shifting for load balancing, but we do not apply process
reduction. In the third approach, we perform process reduction at regular intervals
(i.e.: whenever a node is found to have an empty working set), without performing
load balancing. In essence, these latter two approaches constitute two extreme ends
in the range of adaptive parallel execution strategies. Our two remaining strategies
do apply load balancing by way of row-shifting as well as process reduction. The
two strategies differ in that the first applies process reductions at fixed (pre-selected)
instances, while the second approach makes all decisions regarding process reductions
on the basis of our performance model. Figure 3.5(a) presents the gradual reductions
taking place for each of the four adaptive strategies.

In the second part, we present the improvement on the performance generated by
single iteration optimization as presented in Section 3.4.3. To this end, we compare
the results achieved with single iteration optimized implementation with the results
achieved with our initial implementation base on horizontal partitioning.

In the third part, we compare the results achieved with both single and multi-
iteration optimized implementation with only single iteration optimized implemen-
tation. Further, we compare the performance of horizontal partitioning with the
performance of cyclic block-wise partitioning based on our double optimized model-
based adaptive algorithm. Specifically, we apply model-based process reduction with
both horizontal partitioning and block-wise partitioning while we apply row-shifting
only with horizontal partitioning. Also in this part, we compare the performance of
our optimized adaptive approach with the default ScaLAPACK approach based on
the optimal ScaLAPACK block-cyclic approach.

Before presenting results for complete runs of our optimized algorithm, we will
first briefly evaluate the data parallel performance of a single Householder iteration.
We have measured the execution time for a single optimzed iteration applied to a
wide range of input matrix sizes on a varying number of nodes. As expected, and
as shown in Figure 3.5(b), for fastest execution the number of nodes to be used is
dependent on the size of the input matrix: for smaller matrices it is beneficial to use
a smaller number of compute nodes. From this we conclude that, with a gradually
decreasing working set, process reduction should be beneficial indeed.

3.6.1 Evaluation for Original Implementation

Performance in seconds and speedup characteristics for our five parallel execution
strategies are given in Figure 3.6. As can be seen, our old implementation based
on performance modeling — applied to a matrix of size 81922 — provides highest
performance. All other strategies lag behind, with the implementation based on static
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Figure 3.5: (a) Four adaptive parallel execution strategies; (b) execution times for a
single optimized Householder iteration using matrices ranging from 10242 to 100002.

(fixed) process reduction being the slowest. Interestingly, the non-adaptive parallel
implementation still is the third fastest — even though it is significantly slower than
our model-based approach. From this, we conclude that the combination of periodic
matrix remapping and process reduction indeed can give improved performance, but
only if the decision making process underlying these approaches cleverly incorporates
the runtime characteristics of the algorithm on the specific parallel machine at hand.
When periodic matrix remapping and process reduction are applied without care, the
extra communication steps induced by these optimization strategies may prove too
expensive.

With respect to the speedup graph of Figure 3.6 we need to state that the three
graphs for runs including process reduction are given for the initial number of com-
pute nodes, without identifying subsequent process reductions. This means that one
can not simply calculate efficiency figures by dividing the obtained speedup by the
indicated number of CPUs. Such a figure would merely provide a lower bound on
the obtained efficiency. One way to solve this problem is to normalize our results for
the actual number of nodes used in each execution phase. Our results show that we
obtain a normalize efficiency for a 64-node run of 52.4% for our model-based solution,
while the non-adaptive execution strategy obtains only 36.4%. Hence, our model-
based approach provides an efficiency improvement of more than 44%. Moreover, the
power of our model-based approach is shown by the fact that, for a smaller number
of initial nodes (in this case up to 24 nodes), close-to-linear speedup is obtained. Our
results for different matrix sizes, and for different sizes of the parallel system, give a
similar picture.

3.6.2 Evaluation for Single Iteration Optimization

In this part, we will compare the results for two strategies applied in our single itera-
tion optimized version of the algorithm with those obtained with the same strategies
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applied in our initial implementation. The first of these strategies only applies hor-
izontal data partitioning, but does not apply adaptive parallel execution (in other
words, this strategy is non-adaptive or fixed). Essentially, this strategy serves as the
basis for all comparisons. The second strategy combines periodic matrix remapping
with model-based process reduction.

Performance and speedup characteristics for these four approaches are given in
Figure 3.7. As can be seen, the sequential execution of our optimized algorithm is
almost twice as fast as our earlier version. As stated, this result is ascribed to the
aggregation and re-ordering of all accesses to the matrix elements in each iteration.
The results of parallel execution in Figure 3.7 show that the non-adaptive (fixed) ver-
sions of the algorithm achieve almost identical speedup: as with sequential execution
the performance difference of the non-adaptive versions is approximately a factor of
2 for any number of nodes. This indicates that the absolute communication overhead
of the non-adaptive version of our optimized algorithm has been reduced significantly
as well.

Interestingly, while the optimized adaptive parallel version of our algorithm is
always fastest, its speedup graph flattens out more rapidly than that of the non-
adaptive version. This is explained by the fact that, in comparison with our earlier
implementation, the adaptation overhead has not been reduced. In other words, the
relative impact of performing periodic matrix remappings and process reductions is
now larger than before. Despite this, the fact that our adaptive approach is still
fastest under all circumstances is an important result in itself.

With respect to the speedup graph of Figure 3.7 we also need to state that the
two graphs for adaptive runs are given for the initial number of compute nodes,
without identifying subsequent process reductions. Our results show that we obtain a
normalized efficiency for a 64-node run of 50.9% for our adaptive solution, while the
non-adaptive execution strategy obtains only 35.3%. Hence, our adaptive approach
provides an efficiency improvement of more than 44%. Moreover, the power of our
optimized adaptive approach is shown by the fact that, for a smaller number of initial
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nodes (in this case up to 16-24 nodes), close-to-linear speedup is obtained. Our results
for different matrix sizes, and for different sizes of the parallel system, give a similar
picture.

3.6.3 Evaluation for Multi-iteration Optimization

In this section, we compare the results for two strategies applied in our single and
multi-iteration optimized version of the algorithm with those obtained with the same
strategies applied in our just single iteration optimized implementation. The two
strategies are identical to the strategies applied the previous section which are The
non-adaptive or fixed). and model-based adaptive approach. Also, we compare the
performance of our optimized adaptive approach with the default ScaLAPACK ap-
proach based on the optimal ScaLAPACK block-cyclic implementation.

Figure 3.8 presents measurements with the four versions of our implementation,
for matrix sizes of 81922. As can be seen, the sequential execution of our double
optimized algorithm is almost three times as fast as our initial version while it is also
significantly faster than our initial optimized version. As stated, this result is ascribed
to the aggregation and buffering of all the write accesses to the matrix elements in
each iteration. Further, the results of parallel execution in Figure 3.8(b) show that
cyclic block-wise partitioning based the double optimized version of the algorithm
achieve even better speedup: as with sequential execution the performance difference
between block-wise partitioning based and horizontal partitioning based versions is
approximately a factor of 2. This indicates that the absolute communication overhead
of the block-wise partitioning based version of our optimized algorithm has been
reduced significantly as well.

Moreover, when comparing our optimized adaptive approach to the as shown in
the first and the second columns of Figure 3.8(a), the results show that our imple-
mentation still obtains higher performance in most cases. The sequential version of
our dual optimized algorithm even outperforms the ScaLAPACK version by a factor
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Figure 3.8: Performance in seconds (above) and speedup (below) with a matrix
of 81922 for five parallel execution approaches : single and multi-iteration opti-
mized adaptive block-wise partitioning approach (MULTI-BW), ScaLAPACK block-
wise partitioning approach(SL-BW), original adaptive horizontal-partitioning ap-
proach (ORIG-HOR), single-iteration optimized adaptive horizontal-partitioning ap-
proach (SINGLE-HOR), single and multi-iteration optimized adaptive horizontal-
partitioning approach (MULTI-HOR).

of more than two, which is a significant difference. Furthermore, when a data parti-
tioning identical to the ScaLAPACK version is applied to our approach (i.e., cyclic
block-wise partitioning), our double optimized implementation convincingly outper-
forms the optimized block-cyclic approach implemented in ScaLAPACK at all times.
This result clearly indicates that our version of the algorithm is a better choice for
inclusion in the Parallel-Horus library.

In addition, our algorithm incorporates one interesting feature: it releases compute
nodes from the calculation in a stepwise fashion. These released nodes can immedi-
ately be applied for other work, which is a realistic scenario in full applications. In
contrast, the ScaLAPACK version keeps all nodes occupied for the entire run of the
algorithm.
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3.7 Conclusions

Soon, analyzing the content of the deluge of data will be a problem of phenomenal
proportions. To accelerate image and video content retrieval, a popular approach
is Principal Component Analysis which is achieved through computing the Singular
Value Decomposition of an input matrix. In this paper, we discussed about paralleliz-
ing the most computationally demanding part of one approach to SVD factorization,
i.e.: Householder bidiagonalization. Householder bidiagonalization is hard to par-
allelize in a distributed environment efficiently, because of continuously decreasing
size of working set during the iterative reduction, and the complicated communica-
tion patterns within each iteration. To overcome these difficulties, a multitude of
optimization are presented in this paper.

We have presented an step-wise optimized data access pattern for each iteration
of the algorithm. In practice, many data accesses are combined, re-ordered, and
applied as late as possible, to the effect that both the total number of data accesses
is minimized and the amount of required communication is reduced. Measurements
have shown that the sequential version of our double optimized approach outperforms
our earlier implementations by a factor of three.

Moreover, the Householder algorithm is hard to parallelize efficiently, as it suffers
from a gradual decrease in the number of matrix elements used in the calculations. To
overcome the negative performance impact of load imbalances and overprovisioning
of compute resources, we have applied adaptive runtime techniques of periodic matrix
remapping and process reduction for improved performance. Our results show that
the combination of periodic matrix remapping and process reduction can improve
performance, but only if the runtime characteristics of the algorithm are taken into
account. We have shown that our model-based adaptive parallel execution approach
can improve the obtained efficiency of a non-adaptive execution strategy by 44% or
more. Moreover, in contrast to other strategies, our model-based approach obtains
close-to-linear speedups when excessive overprovisioning of initial compute nodes is
avoided.

In addition, a comparison of non-adaptive execution of our double optimized al-
gorithm with the original implementation has shown that our new implementation
obtains even better speedup. In other words, the absolute communication overhead
in the double optimized version of the algorithm is reduced significantly as well. Most
importantly, our optimized adaptive parallel implementation was shown to signifi-
cantly outperform any of our earlier implementations.

Finally, while our original implementation was important in that it proved that
adaptive use of resources, as well as runtime load-balancing, could result in efficient
execution, our new implementation shows that it can often outperform the highly
optimized and fine-tuned ScaLAPACK implementation. Performance improvements
of a factor of 2 and more have been shown for a wide range of numbers of nodes
deployed. Furthermore, while the ScaLAPACK implementation uses all designated
compute nodes for the entire run of the algorithm, our approach allows other tasks
to be performed on nodes that have been (temporarily) idled as a result of process
reduction.
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GPU-based parallel householder

bidiagonalization∗

In the last two decades, cluster computers have become a common choice for ob-
taining the required performance in MMCA problems. Apart from a good price-
performance ratio, the success of cluster systems is due to availability of tools that
can serve as an aid in the automatic parallelization of multimedia applications (e.g.,
see [40, 59, 78, 79]). However, with the rapidly increasing demands for compute power
in the MMCA domain, even traditional stand-alone compute clusters no longer suffice.
As a consequence, multi-cluster and Grid-based solutions have been applied success-
fully, both for real-time multimedia applications and off-line (database) applications
(e.g., see [80]).

Apart from the fact that even such distributed solutions will not be able to keep
up with the explosive computational needs in the MMCA domain, the relatively high
inter- and intra-cluster communication costs demand alternative solutions for many
application types. Among the various parallel computing solutions available, many-
core graphical processing units (GPUs) are promising devices to provide the required
processing power. Even though GPUs are known to be difficult to program, some of
these units already offer 3200 cores today, providing 5 teraflops for only a few hundred
dollars, while consuming less power. The increasing popularity of GPUs, as well as
the availability of programming tools (e.g. CUDA [62], OpenCL [44]), make such
systems a viable and sustainable choice for the years to come.

In this chapter, we discuss the GPU-based implementation and optimization of
Householder bidiagonalization, a matrix factorization method which is an integral
part of full Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) - an important algorithm for many
multimedia problems, including PCA [39] and SVM [46, 89]. In all of these problems,

∗This chapter contains our paper published in Proceedings of the 19th ACM International Sym-
posium on High-Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC) [53]
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the Householder bidiagonalization is by far the most computationally demanding
part of the full calculation. As is well-known [11, 16, 17, 32, 51, 71], Householder
bidiagonalization is hard to parallelize efficiently on cluster computers because the
total number of matrix elements taking part in the calculations (i.e. the working
set) reduces during runtime. As a result, complex runtime techniques often must be
implemented to obtain reasonable speedups on clusters.

As we have discussed in Chapter 3, it is possible to obtain high performance un-
der the continuous reduction of the working set by applying model-based adaptive
runtime techniques of periodic matrix remapping (for load balancing) and process re-
duction (to reduce the negative performance impact of overprovisioning of compute
resources). Despite the fact that our cluster implementation can outperform the ap-
proach followed in ScaLAPACK (the highly optimized and de facto standard parallel
library for dense linear algebra computations [6, 10]) by a factor of 2 or more for a
range of matrix sizes, the solution is highly complex and difficult to support in general
parallelization tools for the MMCA domain.

With this as a background, our main challenge is to obtain an implementation of
Householder bidiagonalization for GPU systems, that can efficiently exploit the large
number of available cores as well as the multi-layer memory structure. In this paper
we show that the nature of the many-core platform avoids the necessity of applying
complex runtime parallelization techniques, resulting in a much simpler software solu-
tion for GPUs than for cluster systems. Moreover, we show our GPU implementation
to achieve a performance of 64 gigaflops/s on a single GPU GTX 295 in double preci-
sion, which is 82% of the theoretical peak performance. We also present results for a
dual-GPU GTX 295 implementation, which - due to a need for global memory trans-
fers between the GPUs - obtains a performance of 20 gigaflops/s only. This clearly
indicates that dual-GPU solutions are not necessarily a perfect match for algorithms
incorporating a significant number of global data dependencies.

Apart from presenting our GPU-based Householder bidiagonalization algorithm,
we show that by applying a series of optimization techniques the performance of the
algorithm was improved significantly. These techniques include:

• The use of multi-layered thread-blocks in parallel for accelerated global reduc-
tion operations.

• The iterative use of high-speed low-latency in-core memory for reduced global
memory load operations.

• The coalescing of a large number of memory accesses for increased memory
access throughput.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the cluster-based
parallelization method for Householder bidiagonalization. Section 4.2 gives a brief
overview of general GPU architectures. Section 4.3 discusses our CUDA-based imple-
mentation of the Householder bidiagonalization algorithm. Subsequently, Section 4.4
evaluates the obtained results. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.1: Four steps in a single Householder iteration. R = read access; W = write
access. Each gray box depicts a single value being accessed for reading; each red box
depicts a single value being accessed for writing (possibly after reading).

4.1 Cluster-based Householder Bidiagonalization

4.1.1 Householder Bidiagonalization

As introduced in Chapter 3, a single iteration of Householder bidiagonalization con-
sists of four major consecutive steps (see Figure 4.1). While all i iterations are very
similar, for ease of presentation we focus on the first iteration only (i.e.: i = 1). In
the first of the four steps, the first diagonal element q1 is calculated and stored in
the final bidiagonal output matrix. As shown in Figure 4.1(a), the calculation of q1
is performed as a reduction operation over all values in column 1. In addition, a new
(temporary) value for A[1, 1] is calculated and stored in-place, on the basis of q1 and
A[1, 1] itself.

In the second step, all elements in the first row to the right of column 1 are being
updated. As shown in Figure 4.1(b), each updated element A[1, y] is dependent on
all elements in column 1 as well as on all elements in column y. The update of
each matrix element in this step is again the result of a reduction operation, and is
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performed in-place.
Step 3 is similar to Step 1. In this step, the first upper diagonal element e2 is

calculated and stored in the final bidiagonal output matrix. As shown in Figure 4.1(c),
the reduction into e2 depends on all values in row 1, except the first. As in the first
step, a new (temporary) value for A[1, 2] is calculated and stored in-place, on the
basis of e2 and A[1, 2].

In the fourth step, all elements in all rows below row 1 are being updated , except for
the first element in each row. Figure 4.1(d) shows that each updated element A[x, y]
is dependent on all elements in rows 1 and x as well as on all elements in columns 1
and y. As before, the update of each matrix element is an in-place operation.

The completion of these four calculation steps also completes one iteration of the
Householder bidiagonalization. As stated above, the right-lower sub-diagonal matrix
of the matrix that results after Step 4 constitutes the working set for the next iteration.
In practice this means that each subsequent iteration uses a smaller matrix as input:
i.e. the output matrix of Step 4 excluding its first row and its first column. As
discussed in the following section, this continuous reduction of the working set has
important consequences for parallel execution on cluster systems.

4.1.2 Cluster-based Parallelization

In the parallelization of the Householder bidiagonalization for clusters, two strategic
choices must be made: the parallel execution of a single Householder iteration, and the
parallel execution of all iterations in turn. The parallelization of a single Householder
iteration is rather straightforward. The application of common data partitioning
approaches (e.g., row-wise, column-wise, or block-wise partitioning) ensures that the
workload is spread in a balanced way: each compute node in the system will get an
(approximately) equal subsection of the entire data structure. For reasons explained
in Chapter 3, by applying a strictly horizontal (row-wise) data partitioning highest
parallel performance is obtained.

In the parallelization of multiple iterations of the Householder algorithm, one
important problem is that the working set (i.e.: the total number of matrix elements
taking part in the calculations) reduces over time. Specifically, in comparison to the
matrix used in iteration i, the matrix in iteration i + 1 has lost one row and one
column.

The continuous reduction of the size of the working set has two important con-
sequences for our cluster-based parallelization strategy. First, if we would apply the
original horizontal partitioning for all iterations without change, the parallel execu-
tion would face a gradually increasing load imbalance. This is because the loss of
matrix elements is not evenly distributed over all compute nodes. The node that has
been provided with the uppermost part of the matrix will be the first to gradually
loose all its data before any of the other nodes looses even a single matrix row (note
that, at the same time, all partial matrices on all nodes do loose columns in an evenly
distributed manner). When the algorithm would progress in this way, eventually only
a single node would be calculating on the remaining data — with all other nodes
wasting idle cycles.
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A second problem appears when we assume that we would be able to implement
a mechanism that overcomes load imbalances. With such a mechanism the algorithm
would run at a maximum level of parallelism: all nodes would be kept busy until the
final phase of the calculations. While generally beneficial, such a mechanism would
still not ensure maximum performance. This is because the amount of calculations to
be performed in each iteration decreases at a faster rate than the amount of commu-
nication required to resolve all data dependencies. In other words, the computation
versus communication ratio changes over time: in the initial stages of the calculations
this ratio is generally high, but it gradually decreases while the algorithm progresses.
Eventually, the time spend on communication can (en will) overtake the time spend
on actual calculations. Stated differently, the parallel algorithm will suffer from a
gradual overprovisioning of compute resources

To overcome the first problem of load imbalances we apply a method called pe-
riodic matrix remapping. In general, this means that for a cluster system consisting
of n nodes the working set is repartitioned after each n iterations of the House-
holder algorithm. After the repartitioning has taken place, the working set is again
evenly distributed over all nodes in the system. In practice, we have implemented
the repartitioning by way of upward matrix row-shifting, meaning that each compute
node communicates a number of rows to its upper neighbor and receives a (smaller)
number of rows from its lower neighbor.

To overcome the additional problem of the overprovisioning of resources, we have
extended our periodic matrix remapping approach with an approach called process
reduction. Essentially, this approach causes a gradual decrease in the number of
compute nodes applied in the calculations, to the effect that the final phase of the al-
gorithm may (and generally will) use just a single compute node — with all remaining
nodes being available for other tasks.

Clearly, for optimal performance one needs to carefully select the moment and
frequency at which process reductions take place. Reducing the number of nodes too
early leads to a (temporary) underprovisioning of compute resources. Doing it too
late or too infrequently may cause the cost of the communication performed by the
algorithm to outweigh the cost of computation for too long. Reducing the number
of nodes too often also will downgrade the performance of the algorithm, due to the
inherent communication needed for the process reductions themselves. In Chapter 3,
we have introduced a performance model that can estimate the parallel performance
for a single iteration of the Householder algorithm on any given number of nodes.
The results of the model are used to steer the decision making for the execution of
process reduction.

As shown in Chapter 3, by applying these model-based adaptive runtime optimiza-
tion techniques in combination we have been able to obtain high parallel efficiency
on clusters. Nevertheless, and even despite the fact that our cluster implementation
can outperform the approach followed in ScaLAPACK [6, 10] by a factor of 2 or more
for a range of matrix sizes, the solution is highly complex and difficult to support in
general parallelization tools for the MMCA domain.

In the coming sections, we will discuss how we have dealt with this clearly very
complex parallelization of the Householder algorithm on GPU architectures.
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Figure 4.2: General NVIDIA GTX 200 series architecture.

4.2 Many-Core GPU Architectures

The GPU architecture is a massively parallel computational unit designed for max-
imum throughput, as required by (a.o.) graphics rendering. In comparison with
general purpose processors (CPUs), most of the GPU’s logic is devoted to arithmetic
units rather than flow control and caching. With a theoretical peak performance of
many state-of-the-art GPU architectures now well in the teraflops/s range (for sin-
gle precision), the GPU has received much interest from the general purpose and
high-performance computing domains. In particular with the advent of abstract pro-
gramming tools (e.g. CUDA [62], OpenCL [44]), the compute power of GPUs is now
more easily accessible to application programmers.

Generally speaking, GPU architectures (see also [4, 23, 50, 73, 91]) are designed
in a hierarchical manner, and consist of a large number of multi-treaded stream pro-
cessors. As in this work we focus on the latest generation of NVIDIA GPUs (i.e., the
GTX 200 series [63]), we will present the GPU in terms of this particular architecture.

The NVIDIA GPU (see also Figure 4.2) consists of a large number of streaming
multiprocessors (SMPs), each being composed of 8 single cores for single precision
(SP), 2 special function units (SFU), one double precision unit (DP), and a 16KB on-
chip shared memory storage divided into 16 concurrently accessible banks. Groups of
three SMPs each are combined into Thread Processing Clusters (TPCs), each having
their own secondary cache. External global DDR3 RAM chips are integrated on the
electronic board provided with the GPU. The dual-GPU GTX 295 (which we use)
features 1792 MB in total, or 896MB per GPU.

Each core is designed to process 4 instances of the same instruction, so one SMP
can concurrently process up to 32 identical operations on different data. An instruc-
tion cluster of this kind is generally referred to as a warp. A stream of consecutive
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instructions being processed on a single core is called a thread . The concurrent execu-
tion of instructions within each warp is particularly beneficial when multiple adjacent
memory entries must be accessed. By letting multiple threads access adjacent memory
entries (memory coalescing), very high computational throughput can be obtained.

As stated, the GPU provides a hierarchical memory organization. Global memory
provides a vast amount of storage space with relatively slow access speed. Within
each SMP, shared-memory is available with much faster access speeds but smaller
storage capacity. Each core in an SMP has a number of registers that provide highest
access speed. Finally, there are several memory areas allocated for special purpose
usage, including texture memory and constant memory. These memory areas can
only be read by SMPs. When they are read in a finely synchronized and coalesced
way, access speeds can be comparable to that of registers.

Each type of memory can be accessed by a different number of threads. Main
memory can be accessed by all threads in all thread blocks running on a GPU. Next,
because each shared memory resides in a single SMP, it can only be accessed by the
threads executing on the same SMP. Further, the registers can only be accessed by
the threads holding them while the texture memory and the constant memory can be
read by all threads in all blocks. Therefore, synchronization among different groups
of threads must be implemented carefully for all memory types.

This general description of GPU architectures clearly shows that, if it is at all
possible to devise an efficient GPU implementation for our Householder bidiagonal-
ization algorithm, it is essential to apply carefully designed memory access patterns
to the different memory types. As will be explained in the following sections, almost
all of our implementation and optimization efforts indeed revolve around optimized
and fine-tuned access to the available memory areas.

4.3 Parallel Householder Bidiagonalization using CUDA

In this section, we first present a general overview of an initial straightforward parallel
GPU implementation of Householder bidiagonalization using NVIDIA CUDA. This
discussion is followed by a special focus on a major computational bottleneck in the
initial implementation. Finally, we give an overview of further optimizations that we
have performed to obtain our final performance result.

4.3.1 Initial CUDA Implementation

Our initial GPU implementation of the Householder bidiagonalization algorithm is
implemented using CUDA (or, Compute Unified Device Architecture [22, 62, 63, 93,
73]). In CUDA, analogous to parallelization in distributed environments, threads can
be viewed as nodes. However, in contrast to the coarse-grained parallelism applied
in distributed systems, CUDA applies fine-grained parallelism — essentially resulting
in the concept of Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT). In the SIMT concept,
each instruction in the program is carried out simultaneously by a large number of
threads. Further, it is important to note that memory accesses of parallel threads are
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carried in half warp units. As discussed in [4], each half warp can only execute a single
instruction in each cpu cycle on a single SMP. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that
adjacent memory entries are accessed by adjacent threads, an approach referred to
as memory coalescing. Importantly, non-coalesced memory accesses performed by a
warp can result in an order-of-magnitude increase in the number of cpu cycles used.

Based on this, we have implemented each operation in a single iteration of our
Householder bidiagonalization in the following manner. First, the reduction operation
as performed in all four steps of our algorithm is partially executed in each thread
block (in parallel). Within each single thread block, the result of the reduction opera-
tion of each thread is first stored in the shared memory of its thread block. Then, the
partial results are further partially reduced by multiple threads in the same thread
block. Finally, to reduce values from multiple thread blocks, the partially reduced
results of each block are stored in global memory and are further reduced by multiple
thread blocks in parallel.

Second, the repetitive update operations in Steps 2 and 4 (see Figure 4.1(b)
and Figure 4.1(d)) are parallelized by mapping each element of the matrix to a thread.
As a result of the mapping, within each SMP all matrix elements designated to the
threads in a thread block are loaded into the SMP’s shared memory. Note that, while
multiple threads can execute concurrently, CUDA makes the management work of the
various thread blocks totally transparent to the programmer. In case the threads in
a single SMP operate on adjacent memory entries, multiple accesses can be finished
in parallel, which obviously increases the computational throughput.

Figure 4.3 shows the normal C code as well as the CUDA C code for a part of
the update operations in Steps 2 and 4 of our Householder algorithm. The top half
of Figure 4.3 shows the C function CUpdate as used for the updating of all elements
of a 2D matrix. As can be seen, the update operation is iterated in two nested
’for’ loops. In each step of the inner loop, a new value for one matrix element in
the current working set is calculated. As shown in the bottom half of Figure 4.3, the
CUDA C function CUDAUpdate— in contrast — applies no loops at all. CUDA simply
maps every matrix element to one thread. As a consequence, the update operation is
executed by all threads simultaneously using the matrix elements that were mapped
to those threads.

4.3.2 A Major Performance Issue

In our initial CUDA implementation we have encountered an important performance
issue, that could introduce a severe bottleneck if not handled well. The problem is
caused by the required accesses to low speed global memory for the synchronization
of local computing results among multiple thread blocks. In the following, we discuss
the problem in detail, and assess its impact on overall performance.

The most time consuming part of our Householder algorithm is the update op-
eration performed in Step 4. This operation is performed for all elements in the
lower-right sub-matrix in all iterations. Obviously, given the different access speeds
of the different memory areas, it would be most desirable to let each thread block load
the full input matrix into its fast shared memory only once, thus avoiding the need
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/∗∗∗ NORMAL C CODE ∗∗∗/

void CUpdate
( double ∗s , unsigned int w,

double ∗b , unsigned int h ,
unsigned int C)

{
int x , y ;
for ( y = r ; y<h) {

for ( x = r ; x<w; x++) {
s [ x+y∗w] += s [ x ] ∗ b [ y ] / C;

}
}

}

/∗∗∗ CUDA C CODE ∗∗∗/

__global__ void CUDAUpdate
(double ∗ s , unsigned int w,
double ∗b , unsigned int h ,
unsigned int C)

{
unsigned int t idx=threadIdx . x ;
unsigned int t idy=threadIdx . y ;
unsigned int x=blockIdx . x∗BLOCKSIZE+t idx ;
unsigned int y=blockIdx . y∗BLOCKSIZE+t idy ;
unsigned int idx =y∗w + x ;
i f ( x < w && y < h &&

x > r−1 && y > r−1 ) {
s [ idx ] += s [ x ] ∗ b [ y ] / C;

}
}

Figure 4.3: Normal C and CUDA C codes for part of the update operation in Step 2
and Step 4 of the Householder algorithm.

for further accesses to global memory in all subsequent iterations. Due to the limited
shared memory size, however, this is impossible. As a result, each thread block can
load and update only a partial matrix in its own shared memory area. As no shared
memory area is accessible by other thread blocks, updated matrix elements are not
’globally’ visible.

As stated, the updating of a single matrix element constitutes (mostly) of a re-
duction operation — in general over a number of matrix rows and columns. The
simplest way to this, would be to let each thread perform all reductions entirely by
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itself. This, however, would result in much redundancy, and a low operation through-
put due to a large number of global memory accesses. Much higher performance can
be achieved by carrying out the reduction in a hierarchical manner. In this way, all
threads in a thread block first reduce the required elements in shared memory. Next,
specific threads in each block mirror the reduced results into global memory. Finally,
each block loads all partially reduced result from global memory and finalizes the
reduction.

For optimal performance of the reduction operation, there is a trade-off between
the number of thread-blocks applied, and the number of matrix elements designated
to a thread block. In case the number of thread blocks is low, the cost of the partial
reduction performed within a thread-block is high, because of the relatively large
number of matrix designated to that thread block. Increasing the number of thread
blocks will decrease the cost for the intra-thread-block reduction, but will increase the
required number of accesses to global memory per thread block (for the finalization of
the reduction). Worse even, having a very large number of thread blocks may result
in a waiting queue of thread blocks, due to the fact that thread blocks always execute
on a fixed number of cores. Although NVIDIA GPUs provide some optimal thread
block management techniques, the overhead caused by the waiting queue can still be
significant. In other words, even though parallel reduction is not difficult to achieve,
for optimal performance one must be very careful in defining the number of applied
thread blocks.

4.3.3 Further Optimization

In this section, we discuss three performance optimization techniques that we have
applied to further improve the performance of our initial naive implementation. As
stated before, in all cases significant optimization was obtained by applying carefully
designed memory access patterns. The three techniques focus on the optimal use of
shared memory and thread registers, as well as on the coalescing of global memory
accesses. More specifically, the techniques include:

• The use of multi-layered thread-blocks in parallel for accelerated global reduc-
tion operations.

• The iterative use of high-speed low-latency in-core memory for reduced global
memory load operations.

• The coalescing of a large number of memory accesses for increased memory
access throughput.

First, in our initial naive implementation, the finalization of the global reduc-
tion operation is performed by each thread block independently, resulting in a large
number of slow global memory accesses. Instead of letting each thread block run
independently, we have accelerated the global reduction by letting each thread block
first load all partial results into shared memory as before. Then we apply a cascad-
ing reduction, meaning that just one thread block performs the finalization of the
reduction operation. This thread block loads all partial reduction results from global
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memory, and performs the final reduction. As soon as the special thread block has
loaded the final result back into global memory, all other thread blocks read out the
final result, thus significantly reducing the number of global memory accesses.

Next, in each iteration of our initial Householder implementation we stored all
updated matrix elements back into global memory. After a careful re-evaluation of
the data dependencies we observed that it was only required to store back into global
memory the uppermost row and the leftmost column of the lower-right sub-matrix in
each iteration. All remaining updated matrix elements could remain in the in-core
thread registers, which improved the operation throughput even further.

Finally, it is important to apply an optimized access pattern to global memory.
This is because GPU architectures can combine and coalesce global memory accesses
of several threads, to perform larger and more efficient memory bus operations. It is
well-known that if applications and algorithms do not perform the coalescing exactly
right for the particular hardware architecture, this can lead to slowdowns of a factor
of 10-100 [62]. As stated in Section 4.2, on a GPU the instructions are executed in
the unit of warps, which are formed by bundling 32 threads into a group. Thus, when
a warp of threads accesses adjacent memory location in global memory or texture
memory, the system is able to bundle these coalesced memory accesses automatically
into one operation and execute them simultaneously.

The global memory access throughput of our Householder algorithm was improved
even further by a careful mapping of matrix elements to the threads within a thread
block. In our naive version of the implementation, the target location of many global
memory access operations performed by a thread were defined by the X and Y in-
dices of the matrix element the thread was mapped to. With this naive mapping of
threads to matrix elements, global memory accesses were found to be highly expen-
sive, simply due to the many memory bank conflicts between multiple threads. In our
optimized implementation, we have carefully mapped threads to matrix elements in
a way that allows for optimal combining of simultaneous memory accesses, and that
avoids memory bank conflicts.

As we will show in Section 4.4, the use of the three optimization techniques de-
scribed above each had a significant positive impact on the performance of the com-
plete Householder algorithm.

4.3.4 Dual-GPU Implementation

Apart from our single-GPU implementation described above, we have also imple-
mented a dual-GPU version of the Householder algorithm. It is generally believed
that distributing an application onto multiple physically separate GPUs will invoke
a large amount of multithread initialization overheads on each GPU as well as data
communication overheads among the participating GPUs [73]. For example, each
GPU needs its own CUDA context, which should be handled by a dedicated pro-
cessor. This enforces multi-threading, which itself introduces some overhead due to
thread creation and synchronization issues. Despite these issues, for our particular
Householder problem the presence of the many global data dependencies is by far the
main complicating factor.
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As shown in Section 4.1.1, the updating of the elements in the lower-right sub-
matrix (i.e., Step 4 of our algorithm) is dependent on several complete rows and
columns of the matrix. If we would take a simple data-partitioning approach (be it
row-wise, column-wise, or block-wise) by scattering the input matrix into two equal-
sized parts over the two GPUs, it would be necessary to communicate intermediate
partial processing results between the two GPUs. This communication must be carried
out through the host CPU.

The need for multiple slow inter-GPU communication steps in each iteration of the
Householder algorithm, is bound to have a dramatic effect on performance. Moreover,
by scattering the input matrix over two GPUs, we arrive at the very same problems
that we discussed earlier for cluster-based execution of the algorithm. Most impor-
tantly (see Section 4.1.2), the gradual decrease of the working set would cause load
balancing issues between the two GPUs. As a consequence, it would be necessary to
implement a periodic load-balancing approach, which would further require expensive
inter-GPU communication. As a result, all evidence indicates that the presence of
the large number of global data dependencies would make it hard to obtain a dual-
GPU implementation that can outperform the single-GPU version. Our performance
results, presented in the next section, gives further evidence that this is indeed the
case.

4.4 Evaluation

In this section, we summarize the results obtained for the GPU-based parallel House-
holder bidiagonalization algorithm discussed above. For reasons of completeness,
apart from single-GPU and dual-GPU results, we also present results obtained on a
general purpose sequential CPU.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

We have performed all measurements for our GPU-based implementation on the state-
of-the-art NVIDIA GTX 295, comprising of two GPU devices. Each GPU contained
240 cores, organized into 30 SMPs having a clock-rate of up to 1.24GHz. For the
additional CPU runs, we used a 2.93GHz Intel Xeon(R) X5570, having a 448-bit wide
memory bus. All experiments were carried out in double precision. The size of the
applied input matrices ranges from 322 to 100002. To rule out any significant impact
of fluctuations on performance, we have performed all experiments multiple times and
averaged the results.

The measured execution times include the transfer of the input matrix elements
from the host CPU to the GPU(s), the initalization of the GPU threads, the actual
calculations, and the final data transfer back to the host memory. In comparison with
the actual algorithmic calculations, the overhead of all these pre-staging and post-
staging operations is relatively small. The presented performance results (in gigaflops
per second, or gflops/s) have been obtained by dividing the total number of executed
floating point calculations by the measured execution time.
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Figure 4.4: Performance of our initial naive GPU-based Householder bidiagonalization
implementation, and the three versions with subsequent optimizations implemented;
results in gigaflops per second.

4.4.2 Single-GPU Performance

In this section, we present the single-GPU performance obtained for our initial naive
Householder implementation, as well as for the three versions with each of the sub-
sequent optimizations implemented, as described in Section 4.3.3. Figure 4.4 depicts
the results obtained for a wide range of matrix sizes. The figure clearly shows that
each of the discussed optimizations have brought about a significant performance
improvement. For the largest applied matrix size of 100002 elements, the obtained
performance increased from 15 gflops/s for our initial naive implementation to 64
gflops/s for the version that implements all optimizations. It is important to note
that the obtained result of 64 gflops/s is an impressive 82% of the theoretical peak
performance (double precision) of 78 gflops/s for the NVIDIA GTX 295.

The shape of the performance graph of the optimized run in Figure 4.4 is interest-
ing. With the increase in the size of the input matrix, the performance improvement
initially is low (i.e. for N = 32), which is explained by all the initializations and
pre- and post-staging actions that need to take place. For bigger matrices the per-
formance increases faster, but flattens off again when the matrices become larger
than say 10242. This is explained by the fact that the unavoidable global memory
accesses make the algorithm incapable of further approaching the theoretical peak
performance. Although the graph still increases (albeit marginally so) for the largest
measured matrix size, due to memory limitations we have not been able to perform
measurements for even larger matrices.

For completeness, we also present the speedup of single-GPU execution relative to
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Figure 4.5: Speedup of single-GPU performance over sequential CPU performance.

Matrix GPU CPU
Dimension GTX 295 Xeon 5570

32 0.07 0.15
64 0.10 0.60
128 0.36 2.40
256 1.90 17.4
512 14.6 143.7
1024 109.1 1128
2048 779.2 9403
4096 5779 74948
8192 44598 627138
10000 79943 1147511

Figure 4.6: Execution time comparison between the our optimized GPU run on GTX
295 and conventional CPU run on Xeon 5570 in double precision, results in millisec-
onds.

a sequential CPU run (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). As can be seen, for the largest
applied matrix size, the GPU-version obtains a 14× speedup. Given the fact that the
two architectures are otherwise incomparable, we are reluctant to make any further
comparative statements.

4.4.3 Dual-GPU Performance

Apart from the single-GPU execution, we have also performed measurements for our
dual-GPU implementation. To avoid the need for complex (and costly) load-balancing
strategies, this version of the algorithm first copies the orginal input matrix to the
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Matrix time performance
Dimension (milliseconds) (gflops/s)

32 0.78 0.23
64 1.46 0.95
128 3.05 3.66
256 9.99 8.96
512 43.6 16.4
1024 269.0 21.3
2048 2772 16.5
4096 29037 12.62
8192 301185 9.73
10000 546386 9.76

Figure 4.7: Execution time and computational throughput for dual-GPU execution.

main memory of both GPUs. As explained in Section 4.3.4, despite this inital data
copying, the inherent global data dependencies still require costly communication
steps between the two GPUs at runtime. The impact of these communication steps is
clearly visible in the performance results presented in Figure 4.7. For all input matrix
sizes the obtained performance is far below the results obtained for the single-GPU
run. Highest computational throughput is obtained for an input matrix of 10242 (i.e.,
21.3 gflops/s), which is one-third of the highest computational throughput obtained
with the single-GPU implementation. Even though it may be possible to optimize
the dual-GPU version somewhat further, there is no evidence that suggests that such
optimized version could ever outperform the single-GPU case.

4.4.4 Discussion

In the previous sections, we have shown a series of optimization techniques that corre-
spond to various aspects of the GPU’s multi-layer memory architecture. As shown in
Figure 4.4, each of these optimizations results in significant additional performance
improvements. Overall, the combined use of all techniques have brought about a
12.8× speed improvement over our initial naive GPU implementation. Moreover,
even though we prefer to be careful in this comparison, the GPU-based implemen-
tation has shown a 14× speedup over the original sequential CPU implementation.
With a single-GPU performance of 82% of the theoretical peak, we conclude that our
GPU implementation is very efficient. In contrast, the dual GPU-performance lags
behind, leading to the conclusion that multi-GPU execution for algorithms with a
large number of global data dependencies is not necessarily a good approach.

In general, we can say that — for optimized performance — it was important to
follow a general two-phased design strategy (see also [91]). In the first phase, it is
important to realize that for good performance it is essential to reduce the number
of memory accesses per operation as much as possible, sometimes even at the cost of
more compute cycles. An example is a case where different parallel operations read
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(but not write) the same data. For our algorithm, the major insight is the importance
of exploiting data re-use, thus reducing the number of memory loads and stores.

The second phase deals with architecture-specific optimizations. Instead of con-
sidering the number of memory loads, it is now essential to match the memory access
patterns to the architecture at hand. One essential point of attention here is that,
although a set of operations may be independent, the data accesses performed by
these operations effectively enforce a ’dependency’ due to data-locality. By coalescing
such memory-accesses — thus, allowing multiple concurrent threads to read subse-
quent memory locations — operation throughput can be greatly improved. In our
Householder algorithm, the two separate design phases are combined in a concerted
manner, in particular in the way in which the global reduction operations have been
implemented.

Despite the need to apply all of the mentioned optimizations, the final optimized
CUDA implementation is certainly not very complex. Especially when compared to
our earlier cluster-based implementation, we can say that the CUDA version is even
remarkably simple. Whereas the cluster-based version requires model-based adaptive
run-time techniques, such as periodic matrix remapping for load balancing, the single-
GPU CUDA version does not incorporate any such complexities at all. Essentially,
this is because the matrix remapping comes by-and-large for free in every iteration of
the Householder algorithm, given the iterative mapping of every next working set to
the parallel threads executing on the SMPs.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented a GPU-based implementation and optimization of
Householder bidiagonalization, a matrix factorization method which is an integral part
of full Singular Value Decomposition — an important algorithm for many multime-
dia problems. As is well-known, Householder bidiagonalization is hard to parallelize
efficiently on cluster computers because the total number of matrix elements taking
part in the calculations (the working set) reduces during runtime. To overcome the
growing negative performance impact of load imbalances, complex adaptive runtime
techniques, such as periodic matrix remapping and process reduction, often must be
implemented to ensure reasonable speedup on clusters.

In the implementation of the algorithm using CUDA, we have applied a number
of optimizations that each have resulted in significant speed improvements. Generally
speaking, all algorithm-specific optimizations were aimed at reducing the number of
memory accesses per operation as much as possible. All architecture-specific opti-
mizations, in turn, were aimed at finding the best matching memory access patterns
to the available GPU architecture. In combination, the major optimizations that we
have applied resulted in (1) the use of multi-layered thread-blocks in parallel for ac-
celerated global reduction operations, (2) the iterative use of high-speed low-latency
in-core memory for reduced global memory load operations, and (3) the coalescing of
a large number of memory accesses for increased memory access throughput.

Measurement results have shown our single-GPU implementation to reach a com-
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putational throughput of 64 gflops/s, which is an impressive 82% of the theoretical
peak performance (double precision) for the NVIDIA GTX 295. For a dual-GPU
implementation, the highest obtained computational throughput is 21.3 gflops/s, an
expected major performance drop in comparison to the single-GPU version. As a
result, we conclude that our single-GPU implementation is very efficient, while the
dual-GPU execution is hampered by a large number of global data dependencies,
requiring expensive inter-GPU communication.

Finally, we conclude that the presented GPU-implementation was much simpler
to realize than our original cluster-based implementation. This adds to our belief
that, for the MMCA domain, many-core GPU architectures constitute a viable and
sustainable choice for the years to come.





Chapter 5

Scalable Kernel Matrix

Computation for GPU Clusters

Multimedia content analysis (MMCA) [84] is a highly compute-intensive domain,
with applications ranging from real-time analysis of surveillance camera data to
searching digital television archives. The classification is based on encoding image
characteristics using feature vectors and matching them with characteristics of known
concepts - i.e., codewords.

For both calculating and matching feature vectors, the Bag-of-Words [89] (BoW)
model is a commonly used approach that requires massive computations. This com-
putation effort is invested into computing the so-called kernel matrix [90]. For classifi-
cation, each element of the kernel matrix represents the Euclidean distance between a
feature descriptor and a codeword; during training, this distance between two feature
vectors needs to be computed.

The calculation of a kernel matrix is a challenging performance problem for large
collections of images [14, 70, 80]: hundreds of thousands of feature vectors, each
having 100, 000 dimensions or more, must be matched. Such a computation can
easily take days or weeks on a single, standard desktop (sequential) machine. Storage
requirements may also run as large as Terabytes of data.

Accelerating this BoW approach has already been explored. For example, in [89],
the authors attempt to reduce the computation time by applying faster algorithms
for the sampling and feature vector creation. In [90], the authors proved the positive
impact of using a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) to accelerate the kernel matrix
computation on a single machine. Furthremore, in [96, 95], pre-computation methods
have been described to reduce the feature dimensions, though these in themselves
require considerable computing time as well.

Still, up till now (see Section 5.4 as well), seldom attention has been payed to
accelerating the core part, which involves kernel matrix computation with huge input
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Figure 5.1: Complete Bag-of-Words Workflow.

vector sets, using a mix of parallel and distributed resources. To solve both the
computation duration challenge and the matrix storage limitation, we argue that
such a mix of parallel and distributed approaches remains the only way forward.

Therefore, in this work, we propose a two-layered algorithm for kernel matrix
computation on clusters of GPUs. Specifically, we enhance a distributed algorithm
with a parallel layer for node-level matrix multiplication based on Strassen’s multipli-
cation algorithm [61], with which a large number of multiplication operations can be
replaced by addition operations, to the effect that the computational complexity (and
thus, the execution time) is significantly reduced. Moreover, we use the massive par-
allelism and the large processing power of GPUs to further improve the performance
of the application. To do so, we devised and used an optimized CUDA-based version
of Strassen’s algorithm, which, combined with our distributed algorithm, leads to a
scalable and highly efficient solution. We evaluate our optimized implementation of
kernel matrix computation on a state-of-the-art GPU cluster (i.e. DAS-4∗), and com-
pare its performance with that of the alternative, more traditional implementation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces the specifics of kernel
matrix calculation and discusses our distributed layer. Further, Section 5.2 introduces
the node-level implementaion of Strassen’s algorithm, discussing both the GPU-based
algorithm and the specifics of the CUDA implementation. We summarize our experi-
mental results in Section 5.3, briefly discuss relevant related work in Section 5.4, and
present concluding remarks in Section 5.5.

5.1 Cluster-based Kernel Matrix Computation

5.1.1 The Bag-of-Words Model

As shown in Figure 5.1, the Bag-of-Words model is a commonly applied multi-step
learning approach [89] for content analysis problems. It consists of three steps: (1) a
number of patches is sampled from all images in a training set and a feature descriptor
is computed per patch; (2) all calculated feature descriptors are clustered given a
pre-defined number of low-level visual concepts or codewords (e.g., "sky", "road",
"greenery") such that groups of feature descriptors with high similarity are assigned

∗http://www.cs.vu.nl/das4/
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the same codeword (feature descriptor quantization), and (3) an accumulated feature
vector is generated per image, by comparing patches of the input image with the set
of learned codewords. In essence, this process makes each feature vector a coded,
approximate description of the image content.

After annotating a training set of images with labels representing high-level se-
mantic concepts (e.g. "car", "chair", "mountain"), the feature vectors generated for
all images in the training set are used to train classifiers that can discriminate be-
tween presence and absence of a certain high-level semantic concept — thus enabling
recognition of image scenes as understood by human beings.

To decide to which codeword a feature descriptor must be categorized in the
feature vector quantization phase, and to train a classifier model in the classifier
training phase, a so-called kernel matrix must be computed [90]. In a kernel matrix,
each matrix element represents the Euclidean distance between a feature descriptor
and a codeword or two feature vectors respectively, depending on the phase in which
the kernel matrix is being computed.

Specifically, the vector distance needs to be computed between each pair of fea-
ture descriptor and pre-defined codeword. This also the first bottleneck of the whole
process which requiring a huge matrix multiplication operation. After the feature
descriptor quantization step, a feature vector is generated consisting of a set of code-
words appearing in each specific input image.

The above steps are iterated so that a set of feature vectors are achieved for a
set of input images. The generated feature vectors are applied in the sequencing step
called visual classifier training which is based on a kernel. To train a Kernel-based
classifier, two parts need to be accomplished. The first one is a visual category model
kernel which needs to be pre-computed and also consumes the most computation
time of the whole process. The second part is the actual kernel model learning with
parameter tuning. Since the pre-computation of the kernel cost normally 90% of the
whole computation time, it becomes another significant bottleneck for the whole BoW
learning process.

Overall, the kernel matrix computation is very challenging when involving hun-
dreds of thousands of feature vectors, each having at least 100, 000 dimensions [14,
70, 80]. Such cases - common in today’s applications - must use both parallel and
distributed algorithms for tackling both the compute and the storage needs of MCA.

5.1.2 Kernel Matrix Computation

For traditional kernel matrix computation, we consider an input vector array (i.e.,
a 2D array) A consisting of vectors (Ai, i = 1, . . . ,m), and an input vector array B

(i.e., a 2D array) consisting of vectors (Bj , j = 1, . . . ,m), Ai with elements (eir , r =
1, . . . , n), Bj with elements (fjs, s = 1, . . . , n).

The Euclidean distance between a pair of vectors Ai and Bj is computed as follows:

Kij =
√

‖Ai −Bj‖2 (5.1)

with Kij the distance between vectors i and j from sets A and B respectively. By
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repeating the distance computation for every pair of vectors from A and B, the
distance matrix K is formed†.

As shown in Figure 5.2, substituting vectors Ai and Bj with its vector elements
(ei1, . . . , eir) and (fj1, . . . , fjr), r = (1, . . . , n) respectively, Equation (5.1) can be
transformed into:

Kij =
√

(ei1 − fj1)2 + (ei2 − fj2)2 + · · ·+ (ein − fjn)2 =
√
p (5.2)

Focusing on the inner part p of Equation 5.2, we observe that this can be transformed
into:

p = (ei1)
2 + . . .+ (ein)

2 + (fj1)
2 + . . .+ (fjn)

2 − 2[ei1 · fj1 + . . .+ ein · fjn] (5.3)

which equals:
Ai · AT

i +Bj ·BT
j − 2× (Ai · BT

j ) (5.4)

Hence the full distance matrix K of size m×m for all pairs of vectors from two vector
sets A : m× n and B : m× n is obtained by:

Kij =
√

diagi(A ·AT ) + diagj(B ·BT )− 2× (Ai · BT
j ) (5.5)

Distance matrix K is also referred as the kernel matrix of two sets of vectors.

†We note here that all the vectors used in this discussion are row vectors, not column vectors.
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Figure 5.2: Data dependencies for each element in the feature vector kernel matrix. R =
read access; W = write access.
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Figure 5.3: Block-wise partitioning approach.

5.1.3 Distributed Computation for the Kernel Matrix

For realistic problem sizes, building the kernel matrix requires some form of dis-
tributed computing due to the large performance and storage requirements. Our dis-
tributed algorithm is based on a block-wise data partitioning (i.e., tiling) as used in
Cannon’s algorithm [30]. Essentially, we arrange the P compute nodes in a

√
P ×

√
P

node mesh over which the data in the input matrices (A and B) is distributed (see
Figure 5.3). We evaluate Equation 5.5 for each of these tiles ( m√

P
× n√

P
in size), and

calculate a partial kernel matrix K per node.

Figure 5.3 presents the computation and communication patterns for obtaining
the full matrix K in

√
P iterations. This is insured by the pattern of data exchange

at the end of every iteration: every node sends its partial block matrices from array
A to its left neighbor and from array B to its directly above neighbor. The process
repeats for

√
P steps, as each node must receive and use all the tiles to complete the

computation. Note that this block-wise partitioning does not require any compute
node to hold the full-size (intermediate) matrices during the processing, allowing for
very large matrices to be computed.

5.2 Intra-node Optimization using Strassen’s Algo-

rithm

5.2.1 Strassen’s Algorithm

Kernel matrix computation makes efficient use of distributed resources by using the
block-wise partitioning as applied in Cannon’s algorithm described earlier. However,
the local kernel matrix computations performed on each node remain very computa-
tionally demanding. To reduce the computational complexity of the sequential matrix
multiplication, an approach known as Strassen’s algorithm has been proposed [87].
As shown in Figure 5.4, in this algorithm, the two input matrices as well as the output
matrix are partitioned using a 2 × 2 block mesh. The calculations are then executed
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Figure 5.4: Strassen’s Multiplication Algorithm.

in three subsequent phases. First, seven pairs of block matrices are formed as input
matrices for the second phase according to the operations demonstrated in Figure 5.4
(PHASE I). Next, seven intermediate block matrices are calculated by the multipli-
cation operations as shown in Figure 5.4 (PHASE II). Finally, each of the four block
matrices in the output matrix is formed, each according to its position in the output
matrix with operations as shown in Figure 5.4 (PHASE III).

By reducing the number of memory-bound matrix multiplications, Strassen’s al-
gorithm reduces the computational complexity of a kernel matrix computation from
O(n3) to O(n2.8) [87].

While there is extensive literature focusing on different implementations of Strassen’s
algorithm on traditional CPU architectures [13, 60] , there are relatively little ef-
forts towards implementing Strassen’s algorithm on state-of-the-art GPU architec-
tures [38, 42, 49]. In particular, none of the existing implementations scale well in
the size of the result matrix. In the following section, we will present our GPU-
based implementation of Strassen’s algorithm, which we integrate with our parallel
implementation for traditional clusters described above.

5.2.2 Many-core GPU Architecture

The GPU architecture is a massively parallel computational unit designed for max-
imum throughput, as required by (a.o.) graphics rendering. In comparison with
general purpose processors (CPUs), most of the GPU’s logic is devoted to arithmetic
units rather than flow control and caching. With a theoretical peak performance of
many state-of-the-art GPU architectures now well in the teraflops/s range (for sin-
gle precision), the GPU has received much interest from the general purpose and
high-performance computing domains. In particular with the advent of abstract pro-
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gramming tools (e.g. CUDA [62], OpenCL [44]), the compute power of GPUs is now
more easily accessible to application programmers.

Generally speaking, GPU architectures (see also [4, 23, 50, 73, 91]) are designed in
a hierarchical manner, and consist of a large number of threads, grouped into stream
processors. Specifically, the NVIDIA Fermi architecture (see also Figure 5.5) consists
of 512 streaming multiprocessors (SMPs), in sixteen groups of 32. Each SMP features
32 CUDA processors, each having a fully pipelined 32-bit integer arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) and a 32-bit precision floating point unit (FPU). Each SMP has 16 load/store
units, allowing source and destination addresses to be calculated for sixteen threads
per clock cycle. In addition, four Special Function Units (SFUs) execute mathematical
instructions such as sin, cosine, and square root. Moreover, the Fermi architecture
is specifically designed to perform one double-precision floating-point operation per
cycle per core.

The SMP schedules threads in groups of 32 parallel threads, called warps . Each
SMP features two warp schedulers and two instruction dispatch units, allowing two
warps to be issued and executed concurrently (and independently). The concurrent
execution of instructions within each warp is particularly beneficial when multiple
adjacent memory entries must be accessed. By letting multiple threads access adjacent
memory entries (memory coalescing), very high computational throughput can be
obtained.

In the Fermi architecture, each SMP has 64 KB of on-chip memory, that can be
configured as 48 KB of shared memory with 16 KB of L1 cache or as 16 KB of shared
memory with 48 KB of L1 cache. In particular for memory bandwidth constrained
applications, tripling the amount of shared memory may yield significant performance
improvements. Furthermore, Fermi features a 768 KB unified L2 cache that services
a.o. all load and store requests. Finally, the Fermi has six 64-bit memory partitions,
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supporting up to a total of 6 GB of GDDR5 DRAM memory. The NVIDIA GTX480
architecture which we use features 1536 MB.

Access speed and capacity of each of the GPU’s memory areas is different. Global
memory provides a vast amount of storage space with relatively slow access speed.
Within each SMP, shared-memory is available with much faster access speeds but
smaller storage capacity. Each core in an SMP has a number of registers that provide
highest access speed. Finally, there are several memory areas allocated for special
purpose usage, including texture memory and constant memory. These memory areas
can only be read by SMPs. When they are read in a finely synchronized and coalesced
way, access speeds can be comparable to that of registers.

Each type of memory can be accessed by a different number of threads. Main
memory can be accessed by all threads in all thread blocks running on a GPU. Next,
because each shared memory resides in a single SMP, it can only be accessed by the
threads executing on the same SMP. Further, the registers can only be accessed by
the threads holding them while the texture memory and the constant memory can be
read by all threads in all blocks. Therefore, synchronization among different groups
of threads must be implemented carefully for all memory types.

This general description of GPU architectures clearly shows that, for the imple-
mentation of Strassen’s algorithm, it is essential to apply carefully designed memory
access patterns to the different memory types. As will be explained in the following
sections, almost all of our implementation and optimization efforts indeed revolve
around optimized and fine-tuned access to the available memory areas.

5.2.3 Strassen’s Algorithm for GPUs

In the design of our GPU algorithm, at least two alternative implementation ap-
proaches exist. First, we have the option to apply Strassen’s algorithm to calculate
all elements of the output matrix. In the case of a parallel and distributed execution
using MPI, each MPI process would then apply this approach independently to ob-
tain its own partial result matrix. The matrices must be further combined into a final
result. Alternatively, as each application of Strassen’s algorithm requires a number
of matrix multiplications to be performed, we can apply Strassen’s algorithm in a
recursive manner.

We have chosen to implement an algorithm based on the first (non-recursive)
approach, mainly because the recursive application of Strassen’s algorithm has two
main drawbacks: (1) the (relative) performance benefit of Strassen’s algorithm over
traditional inner product multiplication is significant only for large matrices, making
recursive calculation for small matrices counterproductive, and (2) the recursive ap-
plication of multiple instances of Strassen’s algorithm results in a much larger memory
footprint for storing multiple intermediate matrices.

5.2.4 CUDA implementation

While it is relatively straightforward to implement a traditional matrix multiplica-
tion for efficient execution on a GPU architecture using CUDA (or, Compute Unified
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Device Architecture) [62], an implementation of Strassen’s algorithm requires careful
consideration of all accesses to the memory hierarchy and the occupancy of each in-
dividual thread. In contrast to the coarse-grained parallelism applied in distributed
systems, CUDA applies fine-grained parallelism — essentially resulting in the con-
cept of Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT), in which each instruction in the
program is carried out simultaneously by a large number of threads.

Based on the guidelines discussed in [91, 75, 94], we have applied a two-phase
design strategy. In the first phase, we have focused on the reduction of data accesses
to global memory, and on re-using as much as possible the data stored in high-
speed (shared, constant) memory. In the second phase, we have focused on accessing
memory in an uniform, coalesced fashion.

Given the above, in our implementation we use a 16× 16 thread block size, which
was found to be optimal (see also [62]). Each thread block is made responsible for
calculating a 16× 16 sub-matrix of the output kernel matrix. Referring back to Fig-
ure 5.4, the indices of the sub-matrix to be calculated by the thread block determine
which intermediate data structures must be formed, and which input data is required.
As an example, thread blocks responsible for calculating elements in the upper right
part of the output kernel matrix C only need to compute intermediate matrices P3
and P5. As a result, instead of calculating a total of seven intermediate matrices,
each thread block only computes a maximum of four intermediate matrices, thus
significantly reducing the computational complexity for each thread block.

During execution, each thread block first copies the required input data from in-
put matrices A and B into global memory. Specifically, depending on the exact data
required, the copied data constitutes several blocks of 16 half rows from matrix A,
and several blocks of 16 half columns from matrix B. According to PHASE II of the
algorithm, each thread then executes the necessary multiplication operations – using
the matrix elements stored in global memory – and stores the result in a register avail-
able to the thread. Each thread repeats the operations for as many multiplications
as are required for the specific thread. Finally, in PHASE III each thread adds the
stored intermediate results as required, and the set of results obtained by the thread
block is stored in the corresponding entries in the output structure in shared memory.
From now on, we will refer to this implementation as GPU-Strassen .

For reasons of comparison, we have also implemented a GPU version of the kernel
matrix computation based on the more expensive, traditional inner product mul-
tiplication. As in our GPU-Strassen implementation, each thread block is made
responsible for calculating a sub-matrix of the output kernel matrix. To this end, each
thread block reads a block of 16 rows from input matrix A and a block of 16 columns
from input matrix B into shared memory. We will refer to this implementation as
GPU-Traditional .

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section, our focus is to prove, in the context of the distributed implementation,
that CPU-only solutions are significantly slower than the GPU-enabled ones; more-
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Scale Wide Square Thin
Small scale 4096× 9216 6144× 6144 9216× 4096
Middle scale 4096× 409600 40960× 40960 409600× 4096
Large scale 4096× 1638400 81920× 81920 1638400× 4096

Table 5.1: Experiment Input Size

over, we aim to quantify the performance impact of Strassen’s algorithm on GPUs.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

For our experiments we have used up to 16 nodes from the DAS4-VU‡ cluster. Each
node has an Intel Xeon processor (2.4GHz, 8 cores, and 24GB of RAM) and one
NVIDIA GTX480 GPU (1.6GB of RAM, and 15×32 cores). Compilers used are
CUDA 4.2, and GCC 4.4.7. Next, we have selected a representative collection of 9
datasets, varying in both size and shape. Therefore, we use small, medium, and large
matrices, shaped as wide (and short, a "landscape" format), square, and thin (and
tall, a "portrait" format). The specific sizes are presented in Table 5.1. Referring to
the sizes of dataset used in the earlier works [90, 82, 14, 70, 80], we note that the
sizes we have chosen are representative for the typical BoW datasets. Finally, we
evaluate the performance of three different versions of the distributed kernel matrix
computation: CPU-Traditional and GPU-Traditional use the traditional algorithm
for CPUs and GPUs, respectively, while GPU-Strassen uses Strassen’s algorithm and
GPUs.

5.3.2 CPU-only Performance

First, we focus on the performance of the CPU-only implementations. Table 5.2
presents a summary of the performance of the CPU-Traditional version we took into
account. Figure 5.6 presents the speed-up we achieved, thus showing the scalability
of our distributed algorithm.

We make a few observations. First, the kernel matrix computation is indeed very
demanding for a sequential machine: the typical middle-scale square-shaped input
takes more than 4.5 days to compute on a single CPU core. Further, we note that
for the thin input matrices, the execution time is far longer comparing with the other
input shapes in each input scale. This is mostly due to the fact that the output matrix
is way larger than in the other cases. We also note that the shape of the matrices
does not affect the speedup patterns for small matrices (see Figure 5.6(a)), but the
differences tend to be significant for large matrices. While the amount of computation
remains similar, the I/O overhead varies with shape, showing a significant performance
impact. Overall, we note that the distribution of the computation shows performance
improvement, but its benefits do not fully scale with the size of the used cluster.

‡http://www.cs.vu.nl/das4/
∗This number is accumulated from loose measurements of computation and communication parts.
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Figure 5.6: Speed-up figures for the CPU-traditional implementation with varying
numbers of nodes.

Matrix Execution time [s] for 1,4,9 and 16 nodes
CPU-Traditional
1 4 9 16

small-thin 2094.2 566.1 291.3 195.4
small-square 1362.0 369.8 190.3 127.5
small-wide 911.5 247.9 127.2 85.2
medium-thin 4152775.8∗ 1146977.6∗ 613392.5∗ 384517.3∗

medium-square 385569.8∗ 105411.755∗ 50504.8 26991.6
medium-wide 40986.6 11742.6 6877.1 4524.4
large-thin 62614491.1∗ 15890139.8∗ 7271606.7∗ 3931732.6∗

large-square 3288988.1∗ 928776.6∗ 477506.4∗ 327207.5∗

large-wide 295512.5∗ 178587 155494.3 146752.3

Table 5.2: Execution time for the distributed kernel matrix computation. The execution
times include the Data I/O overhead caused by data read-in and write-out of memory of the
root node in the initializing phase and ending phase.
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Matrix Execution time [s]
GPU-Traditional
1 4 9 16

small-thin 77.4 77.8 80.9 80.3
small-square 48.1 50.3 52.2 53.6
small-wide 32.2 34.3 36.6 37.6
medium-thin 153248.6∗ 137105.0∗ 137107.8∗ 137110.5∗

medium-square 5094.4 3694.3 3460.0 3344.0
medium-wide 2186.9 2103.6 2061.0 2055.1
large-thin 2420141.5∗ 2244870.1∗ 2204333.1 ∗ 2188610.0∗

large-square 27171.0 21772.1 20698.9 20291.4
large-wide 9128.2 8678.0 8588.2 8546.2

Table 5.3: Execution time for the distributed kernel matrix computation using the GPU-
Traditional version.

Execution time [s]
Matrix Read-In Write-Out In Total
small-thin 21.4 49.9 71.3
small-square 21.3 22.4 43.7
small-wide 18.8 10.0 28.9
medium-thin 8176.5 128925.3∗ 137101.8∗

medium-square 988.9 2212.0 3200.9
medium-wide 904.7 1123.0 2027.7
large-thin 8176.5 128925.3∗ 137101.8∗

large-square 1028.5 18758.3 19786.8
large-wide 3763.9 4716.7 8480.6

Table 5.4: Data I/O time caused by the data read-in and write-out of memory of the root
node at the initializing phase and the ending phase.

5.3.3 GPU-Traditional Performance

The performance of the application when enabling the use of GPUs for each compute
node is presented in Table 5.3. Note that the Data I/O overhead is included in these
measurements, as well. We first note the significant performance improvement when
GPUs are used. For example, for the thin 9216× 4096 matrix, the computation has
been accelerated about 27times, from 2094.2s to 77.417s. As the input sizes increase,
the GPU impact is even more significant. Another interesting observation is that
enabling GPUs has accentuated the imbalance between the I/O and the effective
computation: over 90% of the total execution time is I/O overhead, and this gap
widens with the size increase of the matrices.

Given this large gap between the execution time and the I/O overhead, we fur-
ther focus on the non-I/O computation performance. This can be a fair assumption
because in realistic application scenarios (such as content-analysis), kernel matrix
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Figure 5.7: Speed-up figures for the GPU-Traditional implementation with varying
numbers of nodes.

computation is part of a much larger execution pipeline, where the input and output
data structures generally exist in memory. Table 5.5 presents the execution times
when the I/O is not taken into account, while the speedup curves are presented in
Figure 5.7. The Data I/O overhead on the root node in the initializing phase and in
ending phase of each run with different input scales are listed in the Table 5.4,which
can be used as a reference later.

We also note that a straightforward comparison between CPU and GPU execution
is not necessarily fair, not only because of the differences in architectures, but also
because of the amount of effort we put in the optimization of these versions [48].
Nevertheless, this comparison is sufficient for the users of our algorithms, which will
perceive exactly these performance gaps when exchanging the original algorithm with
a GPU-enabled implementation.

Focusing on the speedup Figure 5.7, the most interesting result is that a close-
to-linear speed-up is achieved for the square matrix. The other speedup curves also
confirm the good scalability of our proposed implementation. Further, it is obvious
that for small matrices, there is very little speed-up that can be achieved - once
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Matrix Execution time
1 4 9 16

small-thin 6.1 6.4 9.6 8.9
small-square 4.3 6.6 8.5 9.8
small-wide 3.3 5.4 7.7 8.7
medium-thin 16146.7 5158.8 2749.3 1885.1
medium-square 1893.4 493.3 259.1 143.1
medium-wide 159.2 75.9 33.3 27.4
large-thin 261110.9∗ 85839.5∗ 45302.496 29579.3
large-square 7384.2 1985.3 912.1 504.6
large-wide 647.7 197.4 107.6 65.6

Table 5.5: Execution time for the distributed kernel matrix computation using the GPU-
Traditional version without the I/O overhead.

the I/O is removed, there is little left to parallelize, and the increasing number of
nodes brings no performance benefits. We also note that the square input matrices
shows better scalability than the two shapes (thin and wide). This is related to
the characteristics of three input matrix shapes - a relationship better explained in
Figure 5.8. This figure presents the breakdown of the computation time consumed
on each step, from bottom to top: data scattering, CPU-GPU communication, GPU
computation, GPU-CPU communication, and final result gathering. For example,
Figure 5.8 (d-f), we notice that with increasing number of compute nodes, the weight
of the computation time in a whole run remains stable in the middle diagram with
square input shape. With the other two input shapes, the weight of the computation
time shrinks with the increase in compute nodes. This is again related to the shape
of the matrices and its different impact on the execution time.

5.3.4 GPU-Strassen Performance

In this section , we discuss the impact of our optimization on the implementation of
the GPU matrix multiplication, by evaluating the performance impact of the GPU-
Strassen version.

Table 5.6 presents the execution time for different numbers of nodes. The perfor-
mance is largely improved by using GPU-Strassen . For example, for the middle-
square matrix (40960 × 40960), GPU-Strassen requires only about 1 minute in-
stead of 31 minutes for the GPU-Traditional . Finally, we note that the observed
improvement for the end-user, moving to the GPU-Strassen from a single-core,
CPU-Traditional execution, is about 6000 times. We argue that, although this is not
a scientific speed-up figure, it is a significant improvement of the end-user experience.

We also note (from Figure 5.9) that the improvements vary significantly with the
size of the matrix. For small matrices, the speed-up stays constant with the addition
of nodes. This is the effect of accumulating overheads, like inter-node communication
and additional memory management. Additionally, we see also the impact of the
initialization time of the CUDA device itself, which – in the case of a 16-node run of
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Figure 5.8: Execution time breakdown for the GPU-Traditional implementation with
varying numbers of nodes. From top to bottom, the regions correspond to the fol-
lowing operations: Gather, GPU2CPU transfer, GPU computation, CPU2GPU, and
Scatter.

GPU-Strassen – accounts for approximately 10% of the total execution time.

Figure 5.9 presents the breakdown of the computation time consumed on each
step, including data scattering, CPU-GPU communication, GPU computation, GPU-
CPU communication, final result gathering. We observe that for the large matrices,
the overhead generated by data transition between CPU and GPU and among GPU
nodes is responsible for the most part of the computation, while the GPU-accelerated
computation time only takes a tiny part of the whole execution time.
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Matrix
Execution time [s] of GPU-Strassen Improvement over GPU-Traditional (%)

1 4 9 16 1 4 9 16

small-thin 2.0 5.8 7.4 8.1 67.1 10.1 22.4 8.7
small-square 1.4 5.5 6.8 8.5 68.5 16.5 20,3 13.6
small-wide 1.2 5.1 6.7 8.6 64.3 5.9 13.6 0.4

medium-thin 685.2 1312.5 1049.5 782.1 95.8 74.6 61.8 58.5
medium-square 64.9 38.0 39.1 27.7 96.6 92.3 84.9 80.6
medium-wide 9.3 16.7 17.9 17.4 94.2 78.0 46.4 36.4

large-thin 17114.6 10794.2 7 952.3 6302.5 93.5 87.4 82.5 78.7
large-square 852.6 319.2 263.8 197.9 88.5 83.9 71.1 60.8
large-wide 42.8 66.7 60.2 49.4 93.4 66.2 44.1 24.7

Table 5.6: Execution time for the distributed kernel matrix computation using the
GPU-Strassen version (without the I/O overhead) and its improvement (%) compared
with the GPU-Traditional version.

Matrix
GFLOPS GPU-Strassen Percentage of Peak Performance (168)

1 4 9 16 1 4 9 16

small-thin 141.29 122.00 101.90 91.51 84.10% 72.62% 60.66% 54.47%

small-square 141.64 122.03 99.60 84.62 84.31% 72.64% 59.29% 50.37%

small-wide 132.30 113.56 86.49 76.56 78.75% 67.60% 51.48% 45.57%

medium-thin 134.29 131.67 104.04 114.13 79.94% 78.37% 61.93% 67.93%

medium-square 116.07 128.86 127.59 145.50 69.09% 76.70% 75.95% 86.61%

medium-wide 133.07 115.21 99.04 91.03 79.21% 68.58% 58.95% 54.18%

large-thin 143.90 127.57 117.96 114.07 85.65% 75.94% 70.21% 67.90%

large-square 123.35 132.92 127.63 146.62 73.42% 79.12% 75.97% 87.27%

large-wide 133.17 115.33 95.37 82.15 79.27% 68.65% 56.77% 48.90%

Table 5.7: GFLOPS for the distributed kernel matrix computation using the GPU-
Strassen version (without the I/O overhead) and its percentage (%) compared with
the peak performance of GTX480 GPU (168).

Based on these measurements, we conclude that we have obtained an highly scal-
able implementation of kernel matrix computation, both in the size of the kernel
matrix that can be calculated as well as in the number of GPUs that can be applied
in parallel§. We also note, however, that some of these performance improvements
can be, in the context of the full application, overshadowed by the high I/O overhead
of various data transfers. Nevertheless, when the kernel matrix computation is em-
bedded in a large computational pipeline, this high-performance implementation will
clearly benefit the full pipeline.

5.3.5 Efficiency Of Computation for GPU-Strassen

Finally, besides performance, the computation efficiency is also an important aspect
for evaluating an algorithm. In this section, we discuss about the efficiency of our
GPU-Strassen algorithm.

Table 5.7 shows the GFLOPS number achieved with our GPU-Strassen algorithm.
Besides this, the percentages of the peak performance for double precision operation
on GPU GTX480 are also attached next to the GFLOPS numbers. As shown, a
maximum GFLOPS number as 146.62 has been achieved with large square input and
on 16 compute nodes. This counts for the 87.27% of the peak performance of the
applied device.

Further, it is also impressive that with a fixed input size, the computation efficiency
drops with the increasing numbers of compute nodes applied. This can be explained

§Our implementations are available upon request, and will be made publicly available as open
source.
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Figure 5.9: Execution time breakdown for the GPU-Strassen implementation with
varying numbers of nodes. From top to bottom, the regions correspond to the fol-
lowing operations: Gather, GPU2CPU transfer, GPU computation, CPU2GPU, and
Scatter.

by the fact as introduced in the previous section. With the increasing number of
nodes, the computation time on GPU take decreasing part of total computation time
while data transferring time between CPU and GPU takes more. As a result, the
profits on execution time created by lower computation time has been outweighed by
the increased data transferring time caused by applying more nodes.

Though the above presented efficiency number is not perfect, our GPU-Strassen
algorithm is still a beneficial, easy-to-use and favourable way for multimedia researches
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to run matrix multiplication application on distributed GPUs. This is because of the
following reasons.

Currently, there is not such a BLAS library available for programming on the
distributed GPU architecture. The only available BLAS library developed for GPU
architecture is called CUBLAS provided by NVIDIA. This CUBLAS library is mainly
targeted at the BLAS operation execution on a single GPU device. Though, a care-
ful selection on which portion of program to be executed on GPU is still required,
considering the data transfer overhead between CPU and GPU.

Further, although CUBLAS is available to run BLAS operation on the GPU, a lot
of effort is still required from the users to be able run their CUBLAS-based application
distributed on multiple compute nodes. For that, a scheduling system must be used
(be it a custom or a generalized one) for taking care of the job distribution and data
communication during the execution of the distributed application. Designing or
choosing and configuring such a scheduler is not an easy task, and requires additional
knowledge from the potential users of our application.

5.4 Related Work

Years of efforts have made the BoW approach a popular ingredient in processing
pipelines for semantical understanding of visual material in recent years. Continu-
ous effort has been invested to accelerate the BoW. For instance, in [89], a series of
attempts has been made to use faster alternative options for each key step in the
BoW approach, ranging from descriptor extraction to descriptor projection and clas-
sification as well. The combination of this series of various faster processing options
generates a 10-fold speed up.

Meanwhile, with the advancement in the hardware technology of many-core GPU
architecture and its co-shipped CUDA library, it has also been leveraged for the BoW
acceleration. A showcase can be found in [90]. The author applied the GPU hardware
with its CUDA library to program the BoW core part - kernel matrix computation -
on a GPU processor. This generates a jump-up performance upgrade of over 4 times
comparing with the run on a state-of-the-art quad-core CPU processor.

Though many other similar efforts has been made from the image research groups,
little attention or efforts have been made up till now on attempting to accelerate the
core kernel matrix forming computation with real-life huge quantity of input vectors
which could form an extraordinary heavy burden for a normal sequential processor.
However, in the computing research world, the kernel matrix multiplication operation
has been a hot topic for acceleration for years.

Because of their popularity in scientific applications, matrix operations have al-
ways been among the first ones to be analyzed, optimized, and eventually parallelized
on new architectures. For example, Cannon’s block-wise partitioning has been in-
troduced in [30] to reduce the inter-node communication overhead for distributed
matrix multiplications. Similarly, Strassen’s algorithm [87] focused on reducing the
complexity of the matrix multiplication.

This race for performance did not stop with many-core processors. For exam-
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ple, in [20], the authors show another improvement in performance by lowering the
algorithmic complexity of matrix multiplication by a clever mapping of Strassen’s
algorithm onto modern many-core architectures. While a lot of work has been done
for implementations of Strassen’s algorithm on CPUs [13, 60], only modest efforts
are found targeting state-of-the-art GPUs [38, 42, 62, 91, 75, 94, 49]. All this work
focuses on improving the GPU performance by applying CUDA-specific optimiza-
tions [62] or algorithmic changes [38, 42]. For example, in [38], the authors propose
an approximation method based on optimizing the matrix storage layout on the GPU
to increase computational throughput. The applicability of this method is limited
to sparse square matrices, making it unusable for our kernel matrix computation. A
more flexible approach is presented by [49]. Some of the techniques used in their ap-
proach are used by us as well, and the achieved performance is quite similar. However,
like the other approaches, theirs is still no a distributed one, suffering therefore the
strict limitation of GPU memory capacity. To alleviate this limitation, in [97], the
authors combine the use of the CPU and GPU, increasing the size of the supported
matrices. This approach is clearly an improvement over the previous, single-GPU
versions, but it is still not supporting large-scale distribution.

To summarize, there is a lot of work that focuses on the improvement of large-
scale matrix operations, combining GPUs (and specific optimizations) and clusters
(with their specific parallelization requirements). In this work, we provide a first
parallel and distributed solution for kernel matrix computation, combining many of
the previous design and optimization techniques. While none of these techniques
is completely novel, it is the combination of all these optimization techniques that
makes our solution fast and flexible, implicitly providing a big improvement for what
is feasible to compute in image retrieval [89, 90, 14].

5.5 Conclusion

Kernel matrix computation is an integral part of the Bag-of-Words model for image
and video retrieval. As MMCA workloads increase in size, computing kernel matrices
becomes infeasible in the traditional, sequential manner. To tackle this challenge,
we have presented the design of a kernel matrix computation algorithm suitable for
state-of-the-art GPU clusters.

For parallel execution on cluster systems, we first applied a block-wise data par-
titioning approach that ensures a good load-balance and that results in low commu-
nication overhead among the nodes. Next, we optimized the calculations performed
by each node by using our optimizes, CUDA-based implementation of the well-known
Strassen algorithm. This algorithm replaces the traditional set of 8 matrix multi-
plication operations with 7 matrix multiplications and 14 matrix additions, reducing
the complexity from O(n3) to O(n2.8). By using optimized and coalesced memory
access patterns, we have obtained an implementation of kernel matrix computation
that is highly scalable both in the size of the kernel matrix that can be calculated,
as well as in the number of GPU-enabled nodes that can be connected in the clus-
ter. Comparing with a naive traditional implementation - the implementation that
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most multimedia content analysis are likely to use - our results show improvements
of over 5000 times for relatively small matrices, and can exceed 10000 times for large
matrices. These figures are important for end-user experience, as they can lead to a
significant improvement of the overall MMCA pipeline speed. Moreover, we obtain
close-to-linear speedups in the number of GPUs applied, an indication for good scal-
ability on a GPU cluster. Therefore, we conclude that the use of clusters of GPUs is
a promising solution for computing very large kernel matrices.

Based on the promising results presented in this paper, we expect an increase in the
use of GPU clusters in the domain of multimedia content analysis. In particular, this
is because GPU clusters allow for scaling up to problem sizes that match the specific
needs of realistic, real-world applications. Our future work will focus on validating
the impact of this approach on the performance and memory footprint of the full
pipeline. We believe a very interesting research opportunity will arise in designing
and implementing a fully distributed computing solution for the full BoW pipeline,
further reducing the amount of cluster-level communication and increasing the sizes
of feasible MMCA problems we can tackle.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Outlook

"Home is behind, the world ahead, and there are many paths to tread
through shadows to the edge of night, until the stars are all alight."

J.R.R. Tolkien - The Lord of the Rings (1954)

Rapid growth of information to be processed in both scientific research and daily life
makes the use of traditional, single-workstation algorithms too slow for efficient de-
ployment. The huge volume of information poses big challenges on both storage and
available computing power. Distributed parallel computing forms an attractive tech-
nology for solving the storage and computing challenges. But to exploit various sorts
of distributed parallel computing platforms with different hardware architectures, the
parallelization of traditional sequential applications and algorithms is required. Quite
often, however, the experts in applications and algorithms lack the necessary knowl-
edge about parallel and distributed systems. This fact leads to a gap between the
world of information processing (retrieval, analysis and interpretation) and the world
of high performance distributed computing.

In this thesis, we have analyzed this gap and investigated efficient ways to use high
performance distributed computing systems to accelerate modern image processing
algorithms.

We identified a set of representative sequential applications that are promising
candidates for efficient parallelization. Also, efforts have been made to identify a set
of parallelization methodologies in different conditions of applications and algorithms
on different types of architectures. Last but not least, some experience on adapting
traditional complex computing-intensive algorithms for improving the computational
throughput of their parallel versions has been shared.

Our results show that not all applications have successful parallel versions. More-
over, even for the good candidates, the parallelization methodologies vary significantly
for different computing platforms and deployment scales. Finally, we have also seen
that successful parallel solutions require the thorough understanding of the application
and underlying algorithms, and a proper adaptation of operations to be parallelized.

85
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In this thesis, we have examined a number of pararllelization methods for different
hardware layers of distributed computing platforms, ranging from in-processor cores
to clusters. Though we have only covered a limited number of algorithms and appli-
cations, we believe the applied device-layer based parallelization (multi-core, cluster,
multi-cluster) methods are inspiring for other researchers.

Based on these findings, we are one step closer to enabling the capability for infor-
mation processing experts to take advantage of and keep pace with the developments
in the distributed computing world. With the continuous progress made in distributed
information processing research, it is possible in the future to create such an image
processing middleware to help researchers design and implement the parallel version
of their traditional sequential algorithms or applications efficiently.

6.1 Findings

In Chapter 2, we have demonstrated how large scale distributed homogeneous clus-
ters can be utilized to accelerate fine-grain data-intensive communication-rich ap-
plications, with the help of high-throughput optical inter-cluster connection. Two
categories of applications have been selected in this work. One category is image pro-
cessing. A typical operation called curve-linear structure detection has been examined
to determine the feasibility of running it on a large scale distributed multi-cluster sys-
tem. A similar examination has been carried out for the other category — remote
sensing. Two hyperspectral image processing applications have been selected from
this category, namely end member extraction and target detection. Important find-
ings from this chapter include the following:

• Though considerable amount of communication overhead has been encountered ,
the optimized algorithms still demonstrate good potential for parallel execution
on large-scale distributed computing clusters.

• Moreover, through utilizing high-speed optical-network cabling, both single-
cluster and multi-cluster executions demonstrate good speedup characteristics.

In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated how traditional Householder bidiagonaliza-
tion algorithm with complicated data dependencies can be parallelized and optimized
using various methods, including a step-wise algorithm optimization process, a block-
cyclic partitioning based batch updating technique as well as communication saving
methods based on load re-balancing and process reduction techniques. The most
important findings from this chapter include the following:

• The sequential version of our double optimized Householder bidiagonalization
approach outperforms our initially optimized implementation by a factor of
three.

• Our model-based adaptive parallel execution approach can improve the obtained
efficiency of a non-adaptive execution strategy by 44% or more.
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• The performance of the optimized implementation outperforms that of fine-
tuned ScaLAPACK implementation by a factor of 2 or more for a wide range
of numbers of nodes deployed.

• The optimized implementation is capable of iteratively releasing compute nodes
from the calculation such that these can be used for other tasks.

• Most importantly, even though an algorithm is inherently hard to parallelize
because of its complex data dependencies and various execution characteristics,
based on a thorough algorithm optimization, a carefully designed distributed
parallel execution can still be efficient and beneficial.

In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated how many-core architectures can be applied
to accelerate traditional time-consuming complex mathematical operations. Also, we
have demonstrated which key data partitioning and parallelism considerations need
to be assessed. Further, we have also shown a set of approaches to resolve bottlenecks
when utilizing high-throughput computing devices. Important findings revealed in
this chapter includes the following:

• Our Householder Bidiagonalization implementation reaches an impressive 82%
of the theoretical peak performance (double precision) for the NVIDIA GTX
295.

• While our single-GPU implementation is very efficient, the dual-GPU execution
is hampered by a large number of global data dependencies, requiring expensive
inter-GPU communication.

• A wide horizon of opportunities are opened to apply new generation of high
performance many-core based computing architectures for parallel execution of
traditional computing-intensive applications.

• Our work in this chapter can be utilized as a baseline set of important coding
methods for any potential implementations of complex mathematical applica-
tions with similar characteristics on many-core architectures.

In Chapter 5, we have explored how to accelerate a large-scale data-intensive fun-
damental matrix operation called Kernel Matrix computation through a parallel run
on a distributed system using high-throughput many-core nodes. The computation of
this kernel matrix is compute intensive and forms currently the most time-consuming
step of a popular image analysis process called Bag of Words (BoW). Techniques ap-
plied in this chapter include optimizing the data-access pattern during communication
and parallelizing the most time-consuming part based on algorithm. Based on the
results achieved in this work, the computation of large-scale kernel matrix has been
accelerated dramatically. Important findings from this chapter includes the following:

• By using optimized and coalesced memory access patterns, our implementation
of kernel matrix computation is highly scalable both in the size of the kernel
matrix that can be calculated, as well as in the number of GPU-enabled nodes
that can be connected in the cluster.
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• Comparing with traditional implementation, our results show speedups of over
5300 for relatively small matrices, and extrapolated speedups of well over 11500
for large matrices.

• We obtain close-to-linear speedups in the number of GPUs applied, an indication
for good scalability on a GPU cluster.

• More importantly, there is a good potential of applying many-core processor
based computing clusters for solving large-scale computing-intensive problems.

Overall, we have found that parallel and distributed systems can give a lot of
performance improvements to large-scale image processing applications. But in the
meanwhile, they are still hard to be deployed by image processing researchers without
extensive knowledge about the underlying computing platforms.

6.2 Future Work

In this thesis, we have demonstrated ways to explore parallelization methodologies for
image processing applications on hybrid architectures. Based on these findings, the
parallelization of a wider range of image analysis applications opens new interesting
research directions:

• Our work reveals the feasibility of optimizing large-scale compute-intensive ap-
plications further by utilizing the emerging power of new generations of high
performance compute clusters based on many-core architecture.

• We demonstrated a set of algorithmic optimization methodologies for various
iterative matrix manipulation algorithms, which can inspire image processing
researchers to parallelize other complex time-consuming iterative matrix algo-
rithms on clusters and grids.

• By adaptively applying the demonstrated parallelization techniques for matrix
manipulation algorithms on many-core architectures, we created a model for
other matrix applications with similar manipulation characteristics.

• Our work reveals the possibility to further generate a generic hybrid multi-layer
algorithmic parallelization methodology, able to apply different parallelization
approaches adaptively, based on the characteristics of applications. For this
however, more in-depth studies on the properties of both algorithms and archi-
tectures are needed.

We believe the future of image processing is in automated parallelization and ef-
ficient utilization of heterogeneous parallel and distributed systems. Ideally, this will
allow super-accurate, immediate processing of all personal, industrial, or research im-
age collections, as large as they may be. For this goal, we envision a joint development
of imaging and computing technologies, which is only made possible after the present
gap has been closed. In this thesis, we made a significant step in the direction of
narrowing this gap.
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Samenvatting∗

Het snel toename van de hoeveelheid van informatie die moeten worden analyseerd
zowel in wetenschappelijk onderzoeken als in dagelijkse leven, maakt traditionele
single-computer gebaseerd algorithmen te langzaam om te worden toegepast. De
grote hoeveelheid van informatie vormt grote uitdagingen aan zowel beslag ruimte als
rekenen kracht. Gedistribueerd parallel rekenen vormt een aantrekelijk technologie
voor het oplossen van beslag ruimte en rekenkracht uitdagingen. Maar, om de kracht
van verschillende typen geditribueerd parallel rekenen platformen met varieerend type
hardware architecten te gebruiken, is het omvermijdbaar om traditionele sequentiele
applicaties en algorithmen te paralleliseren. Toch is het heel vaak zo dat experten
in applicaties en algorithmen tekort heeft aan het ndezakkelijk kennis over parallel
en gedistribueerd systemen. Deze phenomenon vormt een gap tussen het gebied van
informatie bewerking onderzoek ( zoals het zoeken, het analyseren en het begrijpen)
en het gebied van hoog snelheid gedistribueerd rekenen onderzoek.

In deze proefschrift hebben we geprobeerd deze gap te vullen door het analy-
seren van verschillede efficiente parallelisatie manieren, met het doel zoals het gebruik
maken van hoge prestatie gedistribueerd rekenen systemen om de moderne beeld be-
werking algoritmen te versnellen.

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we gediscusseeerd over hoe we gebruik kunnen maken van
gedistribueerd multi-clusters platform om een typische hyperspectueel beeld bewerk-
ing algorithm en een populaire bijzondere structuur herkenning algoritme, die een
cruciaale rol speelt in veel beeld zoeken applicatie, te versnellen. De evaluatie van de
geparalleliseerd prestatie van deze twee applicaties toont aan dat, hoewel er bepaald
hoeveelheid van communicatie overhead bestaat, de geoptimaliseerd algoritmen toch
wel goede potentiele kandidaten zijn om te worden geexecueerd op grote-schalig gedis-
tribueerd rekenen clusters. Verder hebben we ook bevestigd dat door het gebruik van
hoog-snelheid opticale netwerk kabeling, zowel single-cluster als multi-cluster exe-
cuties goed versnelling eigenschaen tonen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we zowel de uitdagingen als de oplossingen gediscuseerd
voor het paralleliseren van de traditionele matrix bidiagonalisatie probleem op een
cluser platform. Een van de belangrijkste bevindingen van deze hoofdstuk is dat
het traditionele Householder bidiagonalisatie algoritme met bijzondere ingewikkelde
data afhanglijkeheid ook geparaliseerd kan worden door het gebruik maken van onder

∗Summary in Dutch
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andere een stap-wijze algorithm optimalisatie proces, een bloc-cyclic partitioneren
gebaseerd batch vernieuwing technik en uiteindlijk een load her-balancering en proces
reductie technik gebaseerd communicatie verzuiging.

In hoofdstuk 4 blijven we nog steeds bezig met het paralleliseren van de ma-
trix bidiagonalisatie probleem. maar dan op een andere platform, een veel kleiner
platform, namelijk many-core architectuur. We hebben gelaten zien hoe traditionele
tijd-eisende ingewikkeld wiskunde operatie kan worden versneld door middle van on-
der andere, het in rekening houden van de key data partitioneren en parallelisatie
manieren. Verder hebben we ook een set hulpzame manieren gelaten zien die kun-
nen worden toegepast om de communicatie bottleneck probleem op te lossen wanneer
mensen hoog-throughput rekening machinen willen gebruiken.

Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt het versnelling van kernel matrix rekening, die een ba-
sis bouwstuk van beeld zoeken algoritme is, op een gemengd parallelisatie platform,
namelijk clusters van many-core GPU gebaseerd rekening node. Techniken onder-
zocht in deze hoofdstuk zijn onder andere, optimalisatie van data-benadering patroon
gedurende communicatie fase en het paralleisatie van de meeste tijd-eisende gedeelte
op many-core GPU. De belangrijkste conclusie van deze hoofdstuk is dat, door het
gebruik maken van geoptimaliseerd gecoaleseerd computergehuegen benadering patro-
nen, onze implementatie van de kernel matrix rekenen goed schaalbaar is ten aanzien
van zowel de mate van kernel matrix die gerekend kan worden, als het aantal GPU-
gebaseerd rekenen nodes waarop zo’n applicatie kan draaien.

Als conclusie van deze proefschrift, willen we zeggen dat, niet alle applicaties zijn
succesvolle bijbehorende parallel versies hebben. Verder voor geschikt applicaties,
is er een geschikt parallelisatie methodologie nodig gebaseerd op de onderliggende
hardware platform en de executie schaal. Uiteindelijk hebben we ook gezien dat suc-
cesvolle parallel oplossingen vaak een diepe begrip van de applicatie en onderliggende
algoritme vereist, samen met een geschikte aanpassing van de operaties die geparal-
leliseerd zal worden. Met deze bevindingen, zijn we een stap dichter bij het doel om
de vermoging van informatie bewerking deskundigen op te bouwen zodat ze ook kun-
nen genieten van ontwikkelingen in gedistribueerd rekenen gebied. Met doorlopende
vooruitgang genereerd in gedistributeerd informatie bewerking onderzoek, geloven we
dat het wel mogelijk is om in de toekomst zo’n beeld bewerking middel-laag aan te
maken, die onderzoekers kan helpen om de parallel versie van hun traditionele se-
quetiele algoritmen of applicaties te ontwerpen en te implementeren in een efficiente
manier.
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